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Need financial help
for school? Don't use
drugs, say feds
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150 walk out against war Columbia
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the country [protested], at last
George W. Bush would see it a nd
change his mind about the war,"
said Vadim Shapiro, 19, a fres h-

war was more important than taking pictures.
" I walked out of the darkroom," she said.
" I s topped

aBtytallcsaksBaoldnelraq

man
management
major.
Shapiro
didn't have
a class to
skip for the protest, but like the
dozens s tanding around him , he
would have walked out were it
possible to do so.
" I jus t want to be heard," he
said.
Sele na Sal fe n, 22, a sen ior photography major, agreed , rationalizing her walkout by saying that

shooting
in the
s tudio
to be
Area high
school
stude
ntshere."
took
the cue to walk out of their classrooms despite the threat of a
three-day suspension from their
principals.
A s many as five differe nt high
schoo ls gathered toge ther for an
ad-hoc march around the city that

Assistant News Editor
Nearly ISO Columbia students
and faculty members assembled
in front of the 624 S. Wabash
Ave. building on March 20 in
response to the recently declared
war on Iraq.
The group would later marc h
together to join a citywide protest
at Federal Plaza.
Through bouts of rain, students
stood on the ledge in front of the
building, sho uting into a megaphone to persuade their peers and
teache rs to voice their opinions
through protesting.
Columbia's response to the war
began weeks before it was even
declared , with the organization of
a stude nt a nd teacher walkout
planned for the day the bombing
of Iraq began. And, although few
111 the Columbia community actually walked o ut on March 20.
many protesters said they would
have if they had class.
" Hopefully, if everyone across

See Walkout, Page 7

c oses due to Y~~
stagnant prot•• ts
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Program lists

1 ,000 continuing
e ducatio n students
By Ryan Adair
Co-Editor-in-Chief

websi te design. co mputer
design applications. voiceover
performance, and
makeup artistry. among others.
"We've tried to offe r
cou rses not offered in the
undergraduate curric ulum."
said Continuing Education
program coordinato r C huck
Frei lic h. "A ll of our courses have been very well
received and we ser ve
approximately 1.000 stu dents
eac h
I academic I
year.
T he program has often
invited well -known professionals in the many arts and
communications industries
to teach its various classl!s
and certificate programs.
includ ing Cla ire Moores.
make up artist and wigmaker
with the Lyric Opera of
C hicago. Andrea Hanis.
travel editor for the C hicago
Sun-Times a nd Ron Weiner.
director for the "Dona hue"
show for II years.
Freilich. who found o ut
on March 17 that the program was be ing suspe nded .
said he is full y supporti ve of
the college's action.
" I' m not happy about it.
but I understand the reason
why the college has decided
to do this," he said. "They
have a duty to be fi scally
responsible. We were making a profit. .. but no t a lot of
money."
Frei lich also s aid there
were
o ften
conflicts
between Columbia 2 and the
college's vario us academic
departme nts si nce. "we fe lt

Colu mbia wi ll s hut down
it s Continu ing Ed ucat ion
p rogra m.
known
as
Co lumbia 2. for the next
two to three years as the
institution re-eva luates the
direction of the program.
accord in g
to
college
President Warrick L. Carter.
The move comes after the
school e nlisted the help of
an o ut side cons ulting company. wh ic h advised the college in its discontinuation of
Columbia 2. The program
Heather Morrisor>'Chronicle will be suspended by the
On March 20, Students and teachers from Columbia walk out In protest of end of the s ummer months.
Carter said . The main reathe war on Iraq.
son for the closure is the
failure o f the program to
turn a s ig nificant profi t.
according to Carter.
"While Columbia 2 has a
number of positive features,
th e program has been
unable to esta blish a clear
The event, sponsored by the Student Governme nt nic he or to ge ne rate the
0
'I didn 't even know who the
Association, overlapped w ith the first full day of additional revenue the colpresident was,' says one student
had
proj ected .. . "
U.S.-Ied attacks in Iraq-a coincidence that Carter lege
said appeared not to have affected s tudent atte n- Carter sa id in a statement to
the
Chronicle.
dance.
By Chris Coates
First esta blished in 1996
" I was concerned because of this being the first
News Editor
day of our engagement in the Middle East that large by Philip Klukoff, now a
numbers of stude nts may pa rticipate in the national faculty member in the
S tudies
In his first face-to-face address to the student day of demonstra tions," Carter said to the C hronicle Educational
Department, the Continuing
body, President Warrick L. Carter re iterated the after his s peec h. " I think it was good turno ut."
A lso in reJation to the m ilitary actions overseas, Ed ucat io n program o ffers
traits that he said gave Columbia the "most innovaCarter mentiOned to the audience Columbia 's con- certifi cate courses for adult
tive c urric ulum in arts a nd media in the country."
s tude nt s in the C hicagoOn Marc h 20, Carter delivered his first S tate of nection to war in Iraq.
Ind iv idu al cou rses
"We do have about IS m e mbe rs o f o ur communi - a rea.
the Co llege address to s tudents, fac ulty and staff in
the Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave. The ty who are reservists who have been ca lled up and available have included
See Columbia 2, Page 2
speech, during whic h Carter paced comfo rta bly are therefo re serving the country on our behalf
ac ross the s tage, was also broadcast via a live feed the re," Carte r said.
"These are very, very uncertain times as we the reto television monitors across campus.
fore know because of what 's going on [in lraq J,"
Carte r sa td. Along with a continuing war. Carter
satd that a stalled economy and a lowered s tock
market means that Columbia's e ndowments arc
down nearly $20 millio n from a hi gh of $60 million.
He also pointed to the s tate of Ill inois ' $5 bill ion
At his State of the College address March 20, President
deficit and its impac t on private in stitutions, main ly
Warrick L. Carter said that ''no one in my office will ever
through the Mo ne tary Award Progra m grants. Pell
again
go outside our college community if they're lookgrants, Carter satd , could also be in danger because
ing for an intt~m."
" the federal governme nt is spend ing the majo rity of
The statement came in response to n March 17 anicle in
all ot tts fund s ... o n homeland sec urit y and the
the Chronicle that revenled the President's Office hired a
Department of Defense."
student from the School of Art Institute of Chicago to fill
. Carter said that the coll ege has h ired lobby ing
n position fonnerly held by a Columbia graduate student.
ftrm s th~t a~e working both in Was hington, D.C.,
At the address, Carter clarified the specifics of the hira nd Spnng fte ld to "work o n your behalf to make
ing, adding that the person his office hired was not a stusure o ur voices are heard ."
dent
a\ wltat he cnlled n "competitor institution" at the
Caner said that the more than $2 million acquired
time 'of ~e hjring.
from the state las t year to re model the II 04 S.
, C~e,t;-S office hired the student on a temporary, partWa bash Ave .. bui,lding came from those lobbying
time basis under the title of "assistant to the Preside nt's
effort s m Spnngfteld. The funds allowed Columbia
Office."
the necessary resources to move the A udi o
Carter said tllnt his office hired the School of the Art
Technology Cente r o nto campus from its former
Institute student after the fonner $raduate student intern
location at 676 N . LaSalle St.
abruptly
left the position to study m California as part of
Despite the fiscal concerns, Carte r identified the
Columbia's president, Warric k L. Ca rter, speaks at his
the Semester in L .A. program
flrat State of the College address on March 20 In the
-CIIri~· C{)(Jtes
See Carter, Page 6
Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave.

Carter says economy, Iraq war
among concerns for Columbia
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Update: President's
Office intern
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Around Campus-------Cleo Wilson, director of the Playboy Foundation
will discuss ways to drum up financial support for
film projects at the Playboy Foundation Funding
Workshop.
Wilson will discuss how to pitch film ideas at the
March 27 event. The free presentation is at 6 p.m.
in Room 302, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. For more
information, call (312) 344-6733.

Let them eat books
The Center for Book and Paper Arts and the
Columbia College Library present "The Fourth
International Edible Books Show and Tea· on
April 1 at 6 p.m.
The event. on the 3rd floor of the Columbia
Library, 624 S. Wabash Ave., features artwork
and periodicals that can-and indeed will-be
eaten.
The event is free to those who have created
an edible book, which must also include a list of
ingredients. RSVP by March 28. For more information call (312) 344-7384.

Pride Fest planned for April
Sponsored and organized by Columbia, the
Chicago Collegiate Pride Fest 2003 is on April 5 at
the Chicago Cultural Center, 77 E. Randolph St.
The event, which celebrates its second year,
includes a discussion between the executive
director of the Gender Public Advocacy Coalition,
Riki Wilchins and journalist Michelangelo
s· norile.
scheduled are performances by cabaret
singer Amy Armstrong and drag performers
Chicago Kings.
The event begins at 3 p.m .• with events through
the day. For information. call (312) 412-9862.

~

Corrections
In an article about a bomb threat phoned in to
Columbia's main switchboard published in the
March 17 edition. the Chronicle misspelled a
stranded dormitory resident's name. The correct
spelling is Stefanie Foresta. a senior television
major. The Chronicle apologizes for the error.
In an article about the Student Financial
Serv1ces· new tuition payment options. the
Chronicle erroneously said that class fees are
mcluded
as
part
of
the
new
plan.
The new payment plan only includes tuition and
reSidence center fees. not class fees
The
Chronicle apologizes for the error.

Announcement

ff you tlavt an
upcOmffto f\ltnt or
aMOUnctment, call tht
Chfontdt't Hfwt Dttk It (S12) U..72SS.
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Partlcipintl In tht 48th Annual St Patrick's Day Paradt 1111rth toward tht Chicago River on
piradt, htld Ma~h 15, ftlturtd mort than 30 floltl and 30 bands.

New VP in charge of Columbia's fund raising
0
Lloyd calls
Columbia 'a well-kept
secret'
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer
In hopes of expanding its fund-raising efforts, the Office of Institutional
Adv.-,cement has created the assistant vice president of communications
and marketing position. In this new
position. Mark Lloyd. who has been
involved with marketing at other univenities as well as hospitals. will be
responsible for fund raising and fund
development at Columbia with an
emphasis on philanthropy.
" My job is to create a positive
image. and to pro11101e programs and
services that the college offers to a
variety of market segments." Lloyd
said.
Lloyd. who offic1ally began worlcing at Columbia on March ), has
worlced in both marketmg and cducational positions throughout the
Midwe.•t. He moved to Chicago about
four yeal'li ago after being recruited by
the lllino1s Institute of Technology to
worlc in il• marketmg communication
depertmcnt.
Uoyd said he is hapPY to be workma in an mst1tution w1th stron~ propun~. miSSionSand oppcxtuniliCS.
''Columbia College 1s a well-kept
~ in loc.• of market seaments,''
Lloyduid.
In hi• first week at Columbia.
Lloyd worked closely with top
lldmini•traton, vice presidents and
Preaidcnt Warrick L. Carter in han·
dlint the bomb threat that w~, culled
In eo the Khool on March 7. He uld
lilt colleac's plan WIL'! "more substantial !han any other colleac I've ever
hccn (at)."
Uoyd hopes to enhance and develop the colkac·, plan• In hltms of
donations and IUndlna.
" A Inc of peuple have been work Ina
very hard to make this Institution a
wcll'thy recipient of ool!lidc l'llndlna
•upptlfl," he ukl.
ln hi• new po~illon, Uoyd ~ to
u'ICl hi• cApt:rlcnc;e In educ:atlon and
adminl•trallvt dutlc.• lu nnanclally

Commentary, Pll. 18·18

Photo Poll, pJ. 11
Wttt of Center, PI· 11
Ct'OIIword puult, PJ. 21

strengthen the college and further its
Lloyd is in the process of getting to
reputation and objectives.
know the administrators and depart"[My professional experience] real- ment chairs, as well as the college in
ly makes me well-positioned to general. He currently resides in the
undentand what's required of this Deaibom Park area. and said be met
position and this job, and to be suc- some Columbia students who live in
cessful in it." Uoyd said.
the same apartment compleJL
"Columbia is like every other
" I want to be an advocate for stuschool. It has some unique challenges, dents. They are our market. They are
but many. many opportunities, lots of our paying customers," Uoyd said. "'
strengths and assets that make it a am a teacher."
unique institution of serving a specific market niche."
Lloyd said it's too early to tell
exactly what marketing strntegies he
will undertake, but he said the Internet
is a priority. and he would like to use
the web to communicate. He said all
the student artworlc he has seen is
" remarkable," and the story of
Columbia students is "a great story to
tell." However. Lloyd said it is too
early to say whether it will be used as
part of the marketing strategy.
"It is now time for us to start being
more agressive in understanding our
place and our ability to attnlet donor
...-.2:gi~fu:::
•·-".::LI:.:o:.:.y.:.d.::sa::id:.;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
M_
Ifk_Uo
_.::yd
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Columbia 2
COntinued fi'Om Front P•,.

we were competing with them for
students."
But he also remarked thut most
of Columbia 2's students were in
their m1d-JOs and three-quarters of
them were female.
The proaram Itself is a small
operation with Freil ich and one
secretary scrvina as the only fulltime staff members. The d ust's
and certification cuurses for c:ontinuina education ust' available
space In many of the colleae 's
undcraraduatc departments. and
primarily hold nll!hl dasscs In
space available after the under·
aruduate c l as:~es ll'll •~:heduled for
a particular semester.
Actina Dean of Columbia '~
Oradu•tc S~hool , Keith Cleveland,
who • lso ov11ruw the Cootlnu lna
lltlu ·• tlon prull"'"· 11ld the \!Ill·
lcac·~ option to dii!Cootln~~e th
pru&l'tlm wMs In the best lntet\1 t uf
th ~olleao.

''The decision is certainly not
wrong. Giving the institution the
opportunity to re-think what it's
domg with continuina education
und reintroduce it at a later date is
n sound decision," Cleveland said.
Ht also pnaised those Involved
with the program.
''These pl'Ople have all wor\:ed
e trcmely hard throuahout the
yurs," he said. "Unfort11111tely it
was an uphill battle."
Cart11r said the colleae Is in the
pro.:c ! Of Cl'lllltln& an 011bide ld
hoc advl Oty I.'OI"nmlttee that will
formulllc • ''$tronaer. lnOft
fucu ed and profltabl edueltioMI
outrnch."
•lc added. "
s. tills two-~
hilltus liS an oppol'tllni~Ito develop
a~:leal'tlf and IOOI'e profltlble dlrtt-

tloo for thl
l'"""'lna."

f1pe Of 011tfttdl pro-

11-U

nt:.\ILI v a..u
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Campus News

How to beat a -'life on the streets'
0
Columbia student
set to release album in
April after a year in the
works
By Angela Caputo
Contributing Editor
Columbia
senior Jeffrey
Toney, 22, beat the odds by overcoming adversity and making his
way across the country to school
in Chicago with a lot of hard
work, some luck and a dream.
A self-described entrepreneur,
the media manageme.nt major is
in the midst of launching a
record label and an album while
running a, s mall business-a
recordi ng s tudio-out of his
Hyde Park apartment.
" He puts a lot of passion in his
lyrics," said friend Luis Duran,
27, a Columbia graduate who
now lives in Florida working for
Def Jam records and is Toney's
partne r in thei r Raw Vibe
Entertainment record label.
"He writes about what he's
been through and what he
knows," Duran said.
Born in Oakland, Calif., Toney
was raised by his mom, Tamara
Brooks, in what he considers an
"average low-income, singleparent home."
The Oakland native said he
started writing hip-hop when he
was 12.
" I used to rap around the
neighborhood with a bunch of
guys," he said.
After entering a singing and
rap contest for high school students in the ninth grade, the tide
began to tum for the aspiring
musician.
Toney was recognized ~hrough
the ~ompetition and signed to
make his firs t record SkyBallin
with the group Side2Syde.
" I was really young and everything I [dreamed] abo ut was
· coming true. It was amazing," he
said.

A self-proclaimed "good student," Toney said through all the
distractions he maintained good
grades in school and knew that
he was going to college because
of a promise that was made to
him during his early chi ldhood.
Dawn Larsen, coordinator of
New Media Management, said
that that is o~e of the most
admirable and unique qualities
about Toney.
" He always balances his music
career and does very well at his
schoolwork," she said.
Toney said his chances of
beating the odds of "a life on the
streets" dramatically increased
when Oral Lee Brown came into
his fi rst grade Brookfield
Elementary class as a guest.
''She
wa lked
into
o ur
class ... [and) she made a promise
that she would pay the [college)
tuition of all 23 students if they
graduated high school.
"She's my real life angel,"
Toney said.
He describes Brown as just an
average, hard-working person.
" People thought she was
crazy ... She told us she just had
beans for dinner [to raise the
tuition]. She sacrificed a lot for
us kids," he said.
Toney
graduated
from
Castlemont High School in the
summer of 1999 and packed his
bags for Columbia along with
the dream of launch ing a musical
career.
" He's very talented and committed to doing well. .. and making a name for himself," Larsen
said.
Without much money, Toney
said while he was in Chicago he
decided he needed to take a
chance to make his dreams of
becoming a professional recording artist a reality.
" I signed up for all those credit cards that they offer in front of
the school and bought equipment
for my studio," he said.
Now he operates a recording
studio out of his apartment to·

earn money and has free recording time to make his album.
Dramacyd/e, Toney's emerging record, will be released in
April. " I' ve been working on this
record for a year," Toney said.
" It's a variety of songs ... party
songs, political songs and street
songs.
"I consider the songs that I
write 'musical tears.' I write
straight from the heart," he said.
Among the political messages
in his rap are anti-war messages
and disapproval of cuts in the
Monetary Award Program grants
that Toney said has caused "a
handful of people [I know to
quit) school because they cut the
grants."
" I can feel what they're going
through," he said about students
who are struggling financially.
Toney said the best advice he
has for other students who are
trying to overcome adversity is
from a message that Brown sent
him: " Don't ever let anyone tell
you can' t do anything because
the o pportunities are always
there. Just keep at it and be consistent."

Brian Morowczynski/Chronicle

Jeffrey Toney

SGA prepares for another 'speak out'
0
Next year's
elections scheduled for
first week in May
By Usa Balde
Assistant News Editor
Columbia's student government
wants to hear your thoughtsagain.
On March 25 and 26, the
Student Government Association
will hold two more student "speak
outs," despite a low turnout from
the school for the organization's
first event of this kind held almost
three weeks ago.
Like the first one, these speak
outs will act as an open forum to
allow students to communicate
their needs and wants for
Columbia to student government
officials.
According to SGA Vice
President Justin Kulovsek, events
like these are necessary in order
for students' ideas to be conveyed
to members of the school's administration . If there is a lack of communication between the students
and the student government, he
said, then nothing can be accomplished.
"My concern is that we have a
larger turnout, more ideas and
more people to talk," Kulovsek
said. "They should come, because
we are the voice between the students and the administration."
Although turnout for the speak
out is the group's No. I concern,

SGA President Gina Jiannuzzi
said she doesn't foresee a repeat of
the low attendance seen the first
time around.
" It's going to be after the State
of the College address," she said,
"and students might have more
comments or questions that might
not be [acknowledged by
President Carter] because of
time."
In order for students to feel
more comfortable with talking to
the SGA, Jiannuzzi plans to hold
speak outs at least once a month
for every month until the end of
the semester.
"We need to hear their voice,"
Jiannuzzi said. "And that's important."
Dominic Cottone, the director
of student leadership and the SGA
adviser, said he stands behind the
student government and its decision to hold more speak outs.
" I think the students, faculty and
staff are going to realize the
importance of having this on a
regular basis," he said.
The second speak outs-which
will take place at 4:30 p.m. in the
Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash, on
March 25 and at noon in the
Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. on March 26--<:ome just
weeks before the start of the
group's elections for next year's
senate.
On March 18, the SGA held a
special meeting to finalize dates
for a quite lengthy election
process that would last for almost
a month. It will be a busy time for

the group, chock-full with application deadlines, campaign workshops, campaigning and voting,
Elections are a concern for the
SGA executive board after the
group began their firs't year nine
seats short of a full senate, but
Jiannuzzi said she expects a large
amount of people to apply for
positions in the upcoming election.
"We have people volunteering
with events who are not even a
part of SGA," she said.
Jiannuzzi said she feels even
more confident in this election
now that the student government
has established itself in the
Columbia community.
"Being a new student organization is very different, because no
one' knows that you' re out there,"
Jiannuzzi said. "We had a little bit
of a problem at the beginning of
last semester... because of the different transitions that were going
on. It took awhile to do things, but
now we are doing them."
Students who want to apply for
a senate seat for the 2003-2004
school year can pick up an application at the Office of Student
Leadership, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
on the first floor in Office D. The
deadline for applications is April

10.
Voting is open to the entire
school and will take place from
April 28 to May 2 after a week of
candidate campaigning is complete. Polling stations will be set
up in each Columbia building.

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
I sit in front of my computer on a cold and wet Chicago
night. Rain falls on my air conditioner and the light from
televisions across the street glows through the window.
The evening rolls along, the quiet broken by the sound
of an airplane flying into O' Hare airport. There are other
planes flying, as I write, on their way to a much grimmer
mission. I wonder if there is a young woman, not so different from me, sitting in front of a computer or typewriter, entering her thoughts onto paper.
People often tell me that I look like someone they
know-this is a weekly occurrence that seems bizarre in
its regularity. I wonder if there is a woman somewhere
else that looks like me.
I wonder if she is afraid, like I am afraid, of what will
happen in the days and weeks ahead.
I think of the death coming to those on the other side of
the earth. I think of how they may not know that they are
to be the first victims of our war. I think this other
woman, my doppelganger, might die.
I am confused. I doubt my own perception of the
world, of current events, of the information I have read
and heard. I do not know what is right or wrong anymore.
Every conversation, every news broadcast, every morning's newspaper, tells me that there are people who think
they know what is right.
I don't think they are so much smarter than I am, nor
are they prescient enough to feel the truth. How can these
people, our leaders, be so sure that they are doing the
right thing?
George W. Bush said that he has no-problem sleeping
at night. I picture him readying himself, putting on his
pajamas and brushing his teeth. He has told reporters he
goes to bed at I0 every night. Is he going to bed at 10
p.m. tonight? This night, of all nights?
By the time this column is printed, we will have been
at war for almost five days. That cruel phrase, "collateral
damage," keeps rolling through my head.
Collateral damage is a mother, holding tight to her son
as a bomb-the "mother of all bombs"-incinerates her
home and famil y on impact. Collateral damage is a young
boy, conscripted to the army, being shot as he runs for
shelter. Collateral damage is a grandfather weeping at the
sight of his destroyed home.
Collateral damage is the way souls are blackened by
destruction.
In the last Gulf War, our troops trounced the other side
so quickly that the politicians did not have time to catch
up. For a day, we were using weapons meant for tanks
and anti-aircraft machinery to shoot individual soldiers as
they attempted to hide in the sand dunes.
One of the most haunting images of this was on a PBS
"Frontline" special. The perspective was through the
scope of one of those guns. The view is that of the shooter-there was no sound.
A man scrambled for cover, small explosions raining
around him. He had no visible weapon, and was not
returning fire.
He fell down.
The explosions stopped.
He got up, ran a couple of yards, and fire shot up
around him again. The scene was repeated three or four
times.
It looked like a video game, but it was not a game. It
was a man being hunted down.
Few of you wtll read this column. I know, we all ache
for this discussion to be over. We all feel that there is
nothing more to be spoken or written; we all want to forget
But what we must do now is remember. Remember
that there are human beings who have died tonight.
Remember them with gravity.
I think of Rodney King, face bloated and twisted,
expressing the human desire for peace in piteous, but
graceful, language. His voice was that of a confused and
scared man when he asked his question of reporters. He
has been mocked many times for saying, with such plaintive earnestness, what we all feel.
I do not think that King said anything funny. I have
asked myself the same question a hundred times in the
past year, and the voice inside my head is just as childish
as his was aloud.
You may think that it was a na"ive question, a question
spoken by someone who hadn't seen evil or what it could
do if allowed to run unchecked. But as King was being
beaten, he must have seen the look on those police officers' faces. He must have realized that there was evil in
the world. And he still asked the question.
I want to go one step further, though, on this eve of
destruction.
I want to know, not j ust why we can't all get along-!
want to know why we don't even seem to try.
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The world's first 17" notebook computer m~raculously engineered onto a stunning 1' thin package.

The new 17" PowerBook • St.artlng ;at $3,149.00
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Deadline to enroll for online registration nears
0
Less than 200 Columbia students
apply for next fall's enrollment
By Femando Dlaz
Contributing Writer
With less than s ix weeks for most students to become
eligible for online registration, less than an eighth have
scheduled appointments in their departments, according to officials.
By the end of April, most departments will have
closed their doors for appointments that must be scheduled before online registration begins on May 5. The
appointments ensure that students are able to register
early for the fall semester.
"Online registration doesn' t mean it's a free- for-all,"
said Mark Kelly, vice president of student affairs.
" We ' re going from the dark ages to the 21st century.
But there is a very difficult transition ahead."
"Students need to meet with faculty advisors in their
departments to receive the clearances to lift the restriction to be able to register," said Janet Talbot, director
of academic advising.
Students will have to meet with a faculty adviser in
their department, whi le freshmen will meet with an
adviser in the Freshman Center.
Undeclared majors will be advised by the fac ulty of
the Liberal Education Department and the Science
Institute, and those who are considering changing thei r
majors should see an academic adviser in Room 300 of
the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building.
This semester, instead of meeting and registering on
the spot, the appointment will allow students to obtain
the necessary clearance for registration, which will
take place during the first three weeks of May.
After being cleared, students will receive a card from
the Registrar's Office with their registration appointment in the mail, or will have to stop by the Records
Office. in Room 611 of the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
building, to check their appointment time.
Marvin Cohen, the registrar and head of Columbia's
Records Office, also wants to make sure that students
have taken the necessary steps with his office to minimize any trouble they may have when registering.
"Students need to make sure that their tuition is
taken care of before they can register," he said.
Cohen also suggested that students update their
address with the Records Office so that they don't miss
any more important school information that is mailed
out to them. After the OASIS mailing was sent out ear-

lier this semester, approximately 300 of the letters
were sent back because of incorrect addresses Cohen
said.
"If they haven't received something [about registration] in the mail by May I, they should check with the
Records Office," said Bernadette McMahon, chief
information officer of the Information Technology
Department.
Throughout campus, the pace has yet to pick up.
With nearly 10,000 students enrolled at Columbia,
most have yet to schedule an appointment. According
to McMahon, who is tracking the numbers, only 162
undergraduates and seven graduate students have been
cleared as o f March 18. "People are just gearing up this
week," she said.
Some departments are just now managing to get the
word out.
The Academic Computing Department discussed
different plans before deciding to go digital, according
to Niki Nolin, the department chair. " We could probably [insta nt message) most of them," she said.
Nolin said they have posted maps of the curriculum
all over the fourth floor of the 623 S. Wabash Ave.
building to aid students. She said they would have emailed their stJdents by sometime during the last
week.
Several others, including the Radio, Arts,
Entertainment and Media Management, and
Journalism Departments followed up on a letter sent to
students a month ago by the Office of the Vice
President of Student Affairs with one of their own that
explained how students would be cleared.
The letters detai led preparation for the first live test
of the online registration system. The majority of
departments have started clearing a small number of
their students si nce March I 0, and many more began
March 17. The facu lties of the Dance and Theater
departments have posted sign-up sheets in their offices
for students to pick an avai lable s lot when they can
meet with an adviser.
"We've had an intense advising system and this
won 't change more than the timetable," said Deb
Siegel, an instructor and the adv isi ng and registration
coordinator of the Dance Department. The Theater
Department has chosen to clear their students by year
of study and then in alphabetical order.
Amanda Bailey, the secretary of the Te levision
Department, said she has been informing students of
the meetings for two weeks as they come by the office,
but only a fraction have scheduled an appointment.
Faculty members' office hours have become advis-

ing times, but she admitted to being nervous at first.
"Students don't understand that things are chang ing,"
slie s,aid noting that many had yet to receive the letters
that included their OASIS information.
" I think the fac ulty and chairs are used to things
coming up at certain times, [and this] probably snuck
up on a lot of people," said Wade Roberts, Interactive
Multimedia Program director. "A year from now it'll
be a part of our cultural fabric."
The Film and Video Department, with 1730 students,
has decided to implement a three-pronged approach to
getting their students that want to register early cleared
and ready to go. An appointment book was set out in
room 301 of the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. building last
week according to Tina Carano, 22, a directing major
that works in the office as a receptionist work-aide. " It
just started this week, and there's not a huge rush," she
said.
" We' re doing group and individual sessions," said
Margie Barrett, undergraduate coordinator for the Film
and Video Department, and faculty will also be clearing students during certain class breaks.
Film students can call or walk in to schedule an
appointment with one of the 33 faculty members.
" We're going to get to the students that want to be gotten to," she said.
Some are confident that this procedure, which will
only be mandatory this semester, will go off without a
hitch. '·Un less they' re a complete slacker, they'll get
clear~d," said Ezra Blackwell, an acoustics major who
works in the Audio Arts Department as a receptionist
work-aide.
McMahon stressed that registration "is not working
around people' s schedules." For the 17 days· of registration, the Internet Cafe and a new lab under construction at the Plymouth Court residence hall will be
open from II a.m. to 6 p.m.
Students will be scheduled, 20 at a time, for a half
hour time slot. If they can't make it to their scheduled
time, they can show up again anytime after their
appointment to register.
After registering, adding and dropping classes will
be available from anywhere OASIS can be accessed,
Kelly said. He said he expects to have 400 students
register each day in May.
With the course schedules for fall and summer of
2003 due at the Office of the Provost two weeks ago,
students can expect to see the newsprint catalog surface during the first week of April, according to
Jacqueline Monahan, information services specialist in
the Office of the Provost, who puts the issue together.

Carter
Continued from Front Page
college's concrete successes-including
the construction of the IS-story
University Center of Chicago, the I 00
new computers scattered across campus
and the implementation of the new
online registration portal, OASIS.
Carter also pointed to the college's
planned switchover to a traditional university academic ca lendar in August of
2005. The new plan calls for the sc hool
year to begin shortly after Labor Day
and wrap up in the beginning of May.
according to Carter.
The: changeover also means Col umbia
moves closer to mirroring other sc:hoob
of hiahc:r learning.
. ~vou know, there 's a lot of arguments
'" terms of whe re we fit in an overall
scheme: of thin~ a\ a prc\tigious in3titution," Carter taid. " You know a lrJt
pret tigiOOJ imtitutions like to think nf
thc:mulvu
a• ... a\
bcin11
' bi11·
brained' ... bc:caun: it take• huge:
amounb of ACT )COrn to get in and
they' ve got to ha ve: all thnc kind nf,
q!J()Ic-unquote. uccllcnt gmdc:s .
" Well. you know, our brains 3re hig·
gcr than any uf them:' Cnr1c:r •atd
before }'f?inting to the outcome
CtJI?mhta'~ •tudcnt~ when they compete
aga trlst other '-OIIcgtart•.
"So that'• the rea}(m, in fitt lon writing. we heat every yc:M llurv~rd and
Y<rle hecause our !>rain• <or e hlgj!cr
th;on their\ ," (_ Mler •atd.
That fact. C~rtcr '~Ill. ca n be In part
l t !K<ed back to C'r.lumt>la'• tcuehing
" Wt: h;,ve if very, very • trurtl! 9dntirH•·
l t itllfln ; w* have ou lstM•dlrtg '""ulty
luders and oul•tamllrtg • ttucturc: ·
Carter !aid. wrhe \ IMe (If thll c111lcgc ;,
gtJ(Jd. It'• tU lly gtrlrd."
'f h. 311-mirwtc: •veeeh W8\ fu lluwcd
by II f]·•tKJ"I\ 'IC~l(ln, whe re •tudc rtt •
ei!Jffn'~CII
tfll!cc rn • 111o•tl )' wi th
rn~dtiii! IC'~tl t lerrull!l \ at the 'd"'"l

or

of

Several questions dealt directly with
tuition payment and the online portal,
OASIS.
Most students who attended the event
said the speech was well-rounded,
focusi ng on a wide variety of student
issues.
" I didn't even know who the president
was." said Pat Ryan. a freshman music
business major. "Some of the things he
said were pretty good when he was talking about the: development of the school
and where the money's goinl$• but he
was really vague on a lot of th10~."
" I thought it was very informative,"
said Debra McGrath. the 11.\SOCintc vice:
president of En rollment Management.
" I think he hit most of the important
part~ ...
" My biiii!C:~t problem," said Andy
llrinkmun. a freshman recording major.
"wa• people tend tO nitpic k over thinKs
that they should know, that they could
find out in the student hondbnok ."
'I he: oddrc:u. curried on u feed to til on·
hort in Columbiu'3 vorlou~ bulld in11s.
markcd the first time s uch n hrtlltdcu~t
wa~ feel live from the rcrljUSOil 'rhcRtcr,
accordl n11 Ill IJnve Muson. the
'le lcvl•lon Ocpllrtment'• ~hlcf cnl!inccr.
'I he: collie• thut curried the tclevl8cd
•pccch from the thenter It• tho tolovl~lon
LHntn•l on tho I' '" 11our ol' the IJO() S.
Mlchlgn rt Ave. bulldln11 wo re spcclully
ln• tullcd rm the event. Mn•un suld.
ll vcn with the cvclll tolovloctl, l ome
•tudent• missed the ~~~celt ultol!cthor.
" I wtJ uldn't hnve j!ottc lou fur out ol'
'">' wuy 1!1 110 unlo's he Wll8 i!Oin~t~ 10
rea lly thlk nhout tu ltltm," so ld Robert
lflnklcy. n lunlur phutui!I'IIJ!h)' maj rJr.
" llut "' '' Ir II wll• Ju•• a typlllul nddres•."
ll ut tlt~t ttHIIutl IIPI'hront ly wu• nul
wltle•J!ICAd, 'Jho IIQIIIU'On 1 hoMIIlt WI'
" ' LD J'II~ II)' fur the
event.
" My !(IIIII wn• tu have • tundhtl! tlllltll

"""t'

only and we achieved that," said Gina
J iannuzzi, president of the Student
Government Association.
"The only thing that I want for next
time is more time for questioning. Dr.
Carter really wants to do that,"

Jiannuzzi said. "And his office is open
and many students have questions for
him. They are more than [welcome) to
go his office and talk·to him."
- K. Ryann Zolewslci and Mich«l

Comstock contributed to this report.

Olna Jltnnuul. lludtnt Qovtrnmtnt Anoclttlon pmkltnt.lnltod\lctt
ltalt of lilt Collevt lddrtn, MttOII 20, In tilt ,trguaon TIIMitf, 100 I.
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13-year Columbia vet moves to head UNCF
Columbia."
White has held the title of executive
director of the Dance Center before
serving as vice president of the Office
of Institutional Advancement for the
past I 0 years.
By Chris Coates
White is also credited with creating
News Editor
several signature events at Columbia.
In 1991 , White was a founding memWoodie White resigned on March 20 ber of Dance Africa, an annual two-day
his post in the Office of Institutional dance festival held each fall that celeAdvancement to become the head of the brates tribal African dance.
In fact, White also helped create the
Midwest Region of the United Negro
group that now produces Dance
College Fund.
Africa-the
Office of Community Arts
''As I leave Columbia ·after nearly 13
years of service," White wrote in a Partnerships of Columbia.
According to a statement released by
statement released last Thursday, "I
must first thank the Columbia commu- the President's Office, White is also
nity for the support you have given me credited with the creation of the
Chicago Center for Arts Policy, the
during my tenure.
"I can only hope my colleagues and President's Club and the Center for
staff at the United Negro College Fund Asian Arts and Media, along with a
will be nearly as supportive and dedi- · wide variety of fellowship funds and
cated as those I have met here at student scholarships.
White is leaving to fill the position of

0
White helped create
several Col umbia staples,
including Dance Africa

head of the Midwest chapter of the
United Negro College Fund, the more
than 60-year-old institution that aims to
provide financial assistance to students
attending
traditionally
AfricanAmerican schools of learning.
In the statement, White said that his
new position would entail directing the
"efforts of a nine-state region, working
closely with corporations, foundations,
UNCF alumni and other indi viduals to
raise funds for scholarships, programs
and activities at the 39 UNCF supported
institutions."
And with the regional headquarters
o n Monroe Street, White said he looks
forward to a continued relationship with
the college community.
"Although he will be moving on to a
new challenge," Carter said, "[White]
has promised me that he will continue
to be an active part of the Columbia
family.
"The UNCF's gain is indeed our
loss."

Walkout
Continued from Front Page
ended in front of the same building
"I definitely support the stuthat was the starting point of dents," said Paul Holmuist, 27, an
Columbia's protest, which began administrative assistant for the
iml)lediately after.
Dance
Movement
Theory
Sarah Adams and Milica Department. "I don't know if it' ll
Vesovic, both 15, walked out of accomplish anything, but [their
Lincoln Park High School that day protest] is a vehicle for students to
with the phone numbers of lawyers voice their opinions."
written on the back of their hands.
Ryan Salde, 26, a senior fashion
"We can sue [the school] if they marketing major, said that he was
try to suspend us," Adams said.
pleased .with the student response
Another group of ~tudents made toward the war but was skeptical
the trip to Chicago from Lombard as to how many teachers would
after walking out of their East join in.
Glenbard High School classrooms
"I think [the war] is going to
to make their mark against the war. hurt us as students," he said, say"They don't talk about the war at ing students should have shown
all in school," said Justin Cholewa, more interest in this issue. " But,
18.
honestly, I don't think [the teach"We have no time to talk about ers] are going to walk out."
our own opinions, and teachers
Few teachers canceled their
don' t give us theirs. They say not classes to attend the protest at
to talk about it."
Federal Plaza that became the
Columbia's student protesters home base for protesting to over a
reacted positively to the high thousand Chicagoans.
schoolers, who made the effort to
" I don't believe in walking out
speak out against the war.
on a class," said Barb Iverson, a
April Hanson, 19, a freshman full-time Journalism Department
fiction writing major, said that faculty member, who eventually
high school students are particular- joined the Columbia College
ly vulnerable at this point in the Faculty and Staff Against the War
war.
group at Federal Plaza.
"They · are the one's who are
"I encouraged my students, if
being targeted the most for mili- they weren ' t in class [at the time],
tary recruitment," she said. "[The to come."
walkout] helps create awareness
Iverson said she wouldn't have
among the students."
canceled any of her classes,
As the high school protest march despite plans for an organized
died down, Columbia's protest walkout, because she didn't want
group grew and was further sup- students to miss out on an educaported by passers-by who honked tion that they pay to receive.
and shouted to the crowd.
"I would let them do it, but talk

·,

Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle

A group of protesters move toward the Dirksen Federal Building from
Columbia's campus on March 20.

to them later to negotiate something to account for the time they
missed," she said.
Iverson reiterated a growing
concern among some students that
a teacher walkout would hinder
classroom time that they paid for
as a result of political views with
which they don ' t necessarily
agree.
Many teachers, including Joan
Parkin, an adjunct faculty member
in the English Department, said
that such views wouldn't have prevented them from leaving or canceling their classes to act on their
anti-war beliefs.
"Innocent Iraqis are be ing
slaughtered for oil," she said. "I
would have walked out. The
teacher has the right to defend
their First Amendment right. If
students want to stay in class, we
can easily give them an assignment."
Tim McCain, a part-time faculty
member in the Theater and English
departments, said he also would
have canceled hi s class.
"I think it's about what our priorities are," he said. "One day we
miss of class compared to the number of people who died tonightwhat' s more important?"
June Terpstra, a part-time
teacher at both Loyola and
Columbia, actually canceled her
classes at Loyola on March 20.
She said by calling off her classes, she was not only taking advantage of an opportunity to exercise
tier own beliefs, she was also giving ·her students the chance to
express themselves.
This way, "students could make
their own choice about what they
should do for what was right for
them," she said. "This is a very
bad day in the hi story of the
United States."
Despite varying degrees of support from some students, others
were pleased with the initiative
teachers took independent of the
school.
Still, Columbia exp~ rienced few
cancellations in response to
protest.
" It s hows that, eve n though
you're part of a bigger structure,
you're still entitled to your own
opinions," said Sarah Willi s, 23, a
senior art and sociology major who
skipped her yoga· class to attend
the Federal Plaza protest.
Erin Hellweg, 23, a senior undeclared major, said her Math for
Survival teacher di smissed her
class.
" I feel that it was a courageous
thing for her to do, because it's
something that she didn ' t have to
do," Hellweg said.

TV showcase
experiments in
documentary
0 Elevators, bar bands topics of
choice for student films
By British BaHie
Staff Writer
Columbia' s Television Department showcased reallife, nontraditional documentaries and unusual experimental videos during the Independent Showcase on
March 14. The films presented ranged from the story of
an up-and-coming bar band's life on the road to one
person's strange experience in a Columbia elevator.
Each video reflected a personal vision of the I 2 students who showcased their work, according to Eric
Scholl, an instructor for the experimental video production.
"All the videos are unusual in some way. They are
not like standard journalism documentaries we see on
television. They are more related to the maker's personal experiences," Scholl said.
Janoah White, a television major, incorporated her
fear of elevators into an experimental production called
Elevator Music.
The piece portrayed someone slowly going up in one
of Columbia's elevators.
''I'm totally scared of elevators," White said. "So I
just thought, when I'm in a elevator, I feel claustrophobic and I always feel like it's going up a lot slower than
it really is. That's what I kind of made the piece go
like-really, really slow, and drawn out. .. That's how I
feel when I'm in the elevator."
" I thought that there was a lot of energy and a lot of
ideas. I think that it was all pretty much documentaryeven the experimental stuff-because they all showed
a slice of real life." said Lem Huntington, the documentary center technician.
Each documentary and experimental video communicated a message to the audience in a creati ve. yet personal, way.
Burning X-Mas. the first video shown. documented a
New Orleans tradition of lighting bonfires during the
C hri stmas season. It captured southerners sharing
experiences about what it is like to be a part of something New Orleans has ce lebrated for many years.
Emre Aslay. a film major. said he enjoyed learning
about the tradition.
" As a documentary maker. I loved it." he said. " I didn't know anything about I the bonfire tradition 1. I think
that it was very educating. and entertaining as we ll."
Neal Malmanger. a television major. said he was
inspired to do a doc umentary about friends in a
Minnesota-based bar band.
Malmanger called the film It 's Not Happening To
Me. He said that hanging out with his friends during the
summer gave him an opportunity to shoot some of the
band's exciting moments on stage and their behind-thescene experiences. Mal manger said that taking the documentary class has been very beneficial.
Malmanger said: "We watched a lot of different
examples of film from different styles of documentary.
!The class] really taught me a lot about editing, shooting, directing-and also, content. It was a fun class to
take."
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You Must:
~ Have at least a 2.5
~ cumulative GPA

~ Have completed at least
~ 30 hours of college
course work
~ Lived on a college

~

campus for at least one
semester

~ Be in good standing
~ with the Residence Life
Department*

Apply With:
Kelli Collins in the
Residence Life office at

731 S. Plymouth Court,
on the lobby Jev•l until

friday, March 28. If you
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or colllntecolum.edu.
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New lifestyle. Same you.

Affordable Highrise Luxury! Steps From Columbia! • Homey, spacious apartments with luxury features
• Floor-to-ceiling windows • Steps from the Loop, Grant Park. the lake, Soldier Field, Buckingham Fountain, museums, restaurants
and the Auditorium Theatre • Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room • Party room • 24-hour doorstaff • Laundry facilities
• Indoor parking • Incredible views • 2 East Eighth St • Open Monday-Friday, 10-6; Saturday; 11-5; Sunday 12-5. {312) 939-7000.
Convertibles from $845/mo. One bedrooms from $1040/mo. 'IWo bedrooms from $1340/mo. 1 month free rent for May move-ins.
Prices and availability subject to change.

FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT OF

THE

IN SEARCH OF
THE AMERICAN STORY
March 22- 28, 2003
SATUR DAY, MARC H 22, 2003

6:()()pm, STORY WORKSHOPe AND HAIR TRIGGER BIRTHDAY BASH! The Story
Workshop IPPfoach to the teachin& c( wnttnc turns 35, and Hair Tnu«, Columbia Colle&•
Chica&o's student an1h0100 turns 25 in 2003!
DAVID FRIEDMAN MEMORIAL ALUMNI READI NG: Cril Bulb, SillcyOreamGirl. Alumni
3ncJ Student Open Mle Reldll'l&. The ~,.,... Club, 5&5 North Fr.nklln StrMt,

Chkoeo

c-

2:00pm, READING AND CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: St.pMn .._rri&N.
The Gates of t he Alamo, Aranus. Loutt lMMf Auditorium, eorv.d SulrM RedoMI

Story Week
TH URSD AY . MAR C H 27 . 2oo•
2:()()pm, CONVERSATK)N WITH TH E AUTHORS: Junot Dlaz, Drown; Cok.mbla Colle&e
F'tetion WriUn& Oeoartment faculty member ~ Locue, Shadow·Bo~r; CokJ~a CoMe&e
FICtion Wrttin& Department Writer-in-Residence lrvlfte Werl•h, Porno ( Tralnsoottint sequel).
Host: V.C:torialeutman, literary intel'\liewer for WBEZ·FM and WTTW·TV. Columbia Colle(•
A"klene• H_.l, 731 South Plymouth Cot.nt. Chlca.Co

\.M.J

FRIDAY , MARCH 28 , 2 003

11:00am, CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: Crill Burb, St/JcyOreamG/rl, 11th F1oOf
ColurnbW Collac• Ch~o. 124 South Mlehlpn Av.nu., ChiCCO

ll:JOam, LITERACY OUTREACH: Junot Ole in conversation Wllh FICtion Wnlln& Oeoartment
Outreach Students from the Boys and G1rls Clubs of Ch.eaco. This wnUn& Pfoeram 1s made
possible In part by the Union Leacue CMC & Arts Foundation.

t.ounc•.

2:00pm, FACULTY READING : Mort CMU., Nations of The Llvlnt. Nations of the
Dead; Phylllt O...Wn, The City in Stone; Ca-Ire Shulman, Zora Neale Hurston fdd.
ar; lnd others. Holdn Annex. ~umWII Coi..C• ChfcaCo. 623 South W....., Av.nue,

C -o
7:00pm, FACULTY READING: Randal AIMra. Char, Fdion WntJnC Department; Betty

SNiett. ProftiSOf Emerita end eward.wwur~ a~thor, John Schultz. ProfeSSOf Ementus
lnd Mlthor, The ChiCIIO Conspiracy Trial. KokJn
Chkap. 123 South W..,_., Avenue., Chkeo

Festival of Writers 2003:

READI NGS AND MORE: Junot Dfal, Drown; Antonlll Locw, Sh•dow-Bo:r (Irish Times
Uterature Pnze); lrvhM W•._h, Porno (Tra;nspotting sequel).
AFTER·REAOING CELEBRATION: Music miXed by Metro owner and OJ Joe Shanahan.
Books for sale and sl&nln(. M•bo, 3730 Notth Clwk StrMt. Chic-co. ~
Docws open at 8:00pm. All ages welcome.

MONDAY , MARCH 24 , 2003
Fecutty

··· ~ · ·

7:00om. LITER AR Y KNOC KOU TS

SUNDAY, MARCH 23 , 2003

~..~wwy, 4465- Uncoln A - .

CO L UM BIA COLLEGE CHICAGO PRESENTS

~

Columb&8 CoUec•

~

®- --·--

2:(X)cm, FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT FULL·TIME FACULTY OPEN MIC READING:

Host Betty Shitlett
4:00pm, FICTION WRITING DEPARTMENT STUDENT BOARD OPEN MIC READING

TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 2003
2~.

READING AND CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR: o.nnlll t..hMe, Mystic
River, Prayets for R1m. Columbia Coltece RMkte;nce Hal, 731 South Pt)'movth Court.

c..._

7;00pm, READINGS IN THE RAW: The F'ICbon WntJnC Oepattment's Graduate Student
Readln& Series. HokJn AMex. Columbia eou.p ChkaCo, 123 Sovth WabMh Av• nue,
ChkaCo (ell Fnda)' events)

3:30pm, PUBLISHING PANEL: Jenny Bent, -cent. H~tWY Ktrcer, EJgbeth Crow. Exec::utJye

W lnd Ecitorill Onctor, PRIMEDIA; Ed~ 5enKif Editor, Rtndom House; ONrit
LehiM., &l1hor; Zak Mucha. &!thor. The Beuars ' Shore, editor, BandiWteom; Johnny
publlshrtr, Akashk: Books. Moderator: SMwn Shtftett. ColumW. Colee•

T......_

R - - Holt, 731....., Cowt, ctokaCo
6:00pm, BOOK SIGNING: STEPHEN HARRIGAN

Story Week is spoosored in part by the CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY.

7:00pm, CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR : Ray 8radbur). \1\deo ot recent visit With
Ray Br.dtMuy (Martian Chronicles, Fahrenheit 451) by a~thorized ~r Sam
Welef (Secret Chlc81o)
READING: S..,.._ HenfCM, The Gates of the Alamo. Audttorfurn, Hwold W~

....

~..~n~y.,..,...400.....,S

s....._c_

"'!J

Discounted rooms can be reserved, while ava1lable, at the pres!J&IOUs Hotel BumhMI,
located in the hellt of Chica&o's Theater District. Call toll-free 177 294 9712. ..u~

(€9~

Ask for · stofy Week Rate.·
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO TH E PUBLIC

R
-----ctoltno--

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21 , 2003

a.a.

2~. CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHORS: Ellubettl
True to Form, Open
Houu; lnd Ctlltra ~ ~ The Vine of Desire; Arrlfllftd Marriafe.

11-

THIS PROGRAM MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY A GRANT FROM THE IlliNOIS
HUMANITIES COUNCIL, The National Endowment for the Humar11t1es, and the
lllmols General Assembly.
~

......,..,..,...400 SoutloS_S_ ctokaCo

..._..

Generallnform.tbon: fk:tion \\'ntq Department, 312 344 8559;
email Stof'fNee~.eOJ. website: httP://flctiOn.eolum.edu/stolyweek2003
~~ lnf~: Sheryl Johnston, 773 472 2254; emai Sher)1johnsto•••oteom

CPOU credit~; IOf i'lfonnabon. call 312 344 7861

8:<Xll:lm, BOOK SIGNING

____

7:<l0om,REAOINGS: . . . _

ewer....._...

8:30pm, A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: IN SEARCH OF THE AMERICAN STORY:
~
Doa 0. ._... Am•rlun Sllln; , _ . 0.. Orown;
Dfrnbrwll; . . , . _ ~ The G•t. . of th• AJwna; ....,._......, TralnspoNinl .

-.rc:

.......,

- . ..... -- - - - ~ .,_

Columbia
COLLEGE

C H I CAGO

'0' ,0 I OrTO.,, t.Cn '0 lt/QHF; IIII:Yif>l( WllSit, CHITIIIA OIYAKAitUNI,
(IUS lURKS. WNOT OIU, UIZAI (TH I(RG. O(HNII L(MAHI ,
STI'"IN H,UJtiGAN, ANO AHTOHIA LOGUE
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•

OPEN
~-

I'

a Celelilllnl

SlRONG.WOMEN

.....

RIVETING .Aitt
:"

~Af'tiMAL
~-

.

..;With....,...._
BIG SMITJt: ·

.·

TbunJday, March 27, 20~a
Show
6:30pm - 10pm

nm•

.,~ MIC Sllln Up 8pmoe:30pm In

Holdn. Ann..~~·

Fot~..S.S"*-ion .

one perwonln your ..-ouP lnUIIt be a
Columbia IIIUdent .wtlh ...... 20oiiD.

Free Food, Free Mmlsal~n,
FrH Fun, Fre. Yo ur Mind
HoklnAn. . .
~~-.,..,.
~ ~ eoeoe

.

~av..,....
llttOM: ~344 ~

. . . . . . . . . . . . 1I

........,..._c•~pacee,

featuring

I:Ji1-c"·'"'•fti

.......... _....._..

1'\niM ......... ~ ....
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c·spaces presents
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* Celebrating

A six-week-long festival
of works·and panel discussions In all media.

STRONG WOMEN

March 17-May 2, 2003

RIVETING ART

2 Exhibitions, Panel Discussions, Film Screenings and
Performances BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN

MONDAY
1·2 pill

2003*

TUESDAY

Hokin Ga!lery

31

1-3pla
Evidence-READING.
Fiction and l'lletJy about
Women's Experience.
Hostessed by Barrie Cole.
Hoijn Galie:y

Beauty /llyth Ill the Mod~
with Rose Economeau and
additional panelists 1BA.
Hokin Gallert

SCREENING
Monday Documentary Series StudenVartist based wor1<s 1BA.
GDnaway Center

®

SCREENING
fMd Gleen Tomatoes
Hckin Gallery

MUUEBRAL doses

)>

li 11

10

1..

17

16

iI

SCREENING

f
I

j

Daut/lters of the Dust

22

li 18
1-3pla
SCREENING
/ShotAndyWottlol
H-J;Jn Gallery

Hokin Gai!ery

li 21

li 28

1. .

MUUEBRAL PERFORMANCE

lnter·Arts Student Perfonnances
CUrated by JT Newman
HokinAr.nex

5

4

7·10,.

'

15

29

28

3

~

BREAK!

Glass Cu~.ain Gallery

'

1-3pla
SCREENING
Monday Documentary Series SbJdenVartisl based wor1<s 1BA.
Cc-nawi'j Ctnter

1-3pla
SCREENING
Monday Documentary Series StudenVartist based wor1<s TBA.
\.onWHi'j Ceoter

Opening RecepUon
'W>1cf~1• .,,;,..·, .~-..; 'l'adi.:.

14pnl
SCREENING
111o Color Purple
Hokin Gallery

TkToc Chic.ago

li 14

........

through May 2

thoughts

2

1
1-3pla
PANEl:

...11pm
PERFORMANCE
Ill& Moutll featuring;
"Bitdi and Animal" plus guests:
local all women percussion
poup "BIC Smith"
Ho~r. Annex
27

woman y

i n k

1o3pla

22

20

26

2o3pla
Artist Talk: Barbara Bansley
Glass Curtain Gaiiery

SATURDAY

...7....
Opening Recepoon
MUUEBRAL

PERFORMANCE
Hurt of. Woonan: Celtic SonCI
of~. Looo and YaJor
Jamie O'Reilly, folksinger in concert
with Michael Smith, guitar
Hokin Annex

1-3pla
li
SCREENING-Student wor1<s
Hokin GaHery

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

march

26

li

may

1-3pla
SCREENING
l11o Pf/1, A PBS Documentary
Hokin Oallert

......

SCREENING & PANEL
Documentary Series
Ccn<fllifi C.nter

1

li 29

2

exhibitions
~1?1

o/tdmclica

'r),

f!li'lJI _q'ad.ie.'J

MULIEBRAL

An installation that celebrates each First Lady
in American history.

Student Women Artists of Columbia College Chicago
explore female identity.

Interdisciplinary Book and Paper alum:
Barbara ~nn Banstey

Curated by Undergraduate Photography Major
Kathryn Lovesky

March 26 • May 2

March 20 • Aprll12

March 28 5-Spm Opening Reception

March 20 ~7pm Opening Reception

Glass Curtain Gallery

Hokin Gallery

a.

Hol<in Gallery Annex 623 s. wabash 1st Aoor, ChlcaOJ
Glass Curtain GaHery & Conaway Cente!l104 S. wabash, 1st Aoor, ChlcaOJ

www.colum.edu\spaces, Strong Women HoUine 312/344-7696

12 -o
:::0
-r

Sponsored by C.Spaces and Student Activities, dMslons of Student Affairs, funded
by SI!Jdent activity lees; Pride, a student organization, Department of Film and
V'ideo - 111e Rabiger Documentary Center,The Foction Writing Department Journalism
Department. Interdisciplinary Arts Department and the Columbia Chronicle.
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Monitoring of foreign
students off track
0
The report comes as
the government braces for
possible terrorist attacks in the
wake of the war with Iraq
By Alfonso Charcly
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT) MIAMI-More than a year and a half
after the 911 I terrorist attacks. federal immigration
oftlcials cannot properly track foreign students
because a much-touted electronic monitoring system is not fully operational. according to a new
Department of Justice report.
A failure to closely track foreign students is a
major criticism by those concerned about the government's ability to safeguard the United States.
Three of the 911 I terrorists had applied for student visas and one had enrolled in an English-language school. but never showed up for classes.
The report's release comes as federal, state and
local authorities brace for possible terrorist attacks
in retaliation for the U.S. invasion of Iraq.
The report examined whether SEVIS, the
acronym for the computerized system, allows federal immigration authorities to better detect if a foreign student fails to show up for assigned courses.
The report suggests that's not the case because
SEVIS is not fully operational despite promises by
federal immigration officials to have it up and run-

ning by Januaty. In fact, the report said, SI;:VIS will
not contain information on all students unul at least
Aug. I.
Colleges and universities enter information on
students into the computer system. While noting
that some progress has been made in implementing
the system, the report said that SEVIS is not yet
fully implemented-"in addition, while the SEVIS
database contains information on newly enrolled
foreign students, it will not contain information on
all continuing foreign students until August I,
2003."
But Chris Bentley, a Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement spokesman, disputed the
inspector general's report.
"The bureau disagrees with the inspector general's assertion that the system has not been fully
implemented," Bentley said. "(SEVIS) was implemented on Jan. I, 2003, which is the date we had
advertised all along."
In a letter to the inspector general, Glenn Fine,
assistant secretary for the Bureau of Immigration
and Customs Enforcement, Michael Garcia
acknowledged a gradual, phased implementation of
the system to give schools time to add student information to the database.
"Schools needed adequate time to review and
convert the considerable data on their continuing
students," Garcia wrote.
In the 2001-2002 academic year there were
582,996 foreign students enrolled at U.S. colleges
and universities.

As 100,000 students
visit Daytona, they try
to forget about Iraq
o Many on spring
break say war is the
furthest thing on their
minds
By Ludmilla Lells
The Orlando Sentinel
(KRT)
DAYTONA
BEACH, Fla. -As dance
music blared from the poolside
audio speakers at the Plaza
Resort and Spa, Jomili Davila
wasn't thinking about the
spring break socializing that
surrounded her.
Instead, she thought about
her father, a U.S . Army master
sergeant with the Ill th
Airborne Infantry, based in
Fort Campbell, Ky. Her father
is somewhere in the Middle
East.
" The thought of war comes
in and out and sometimes I do
think about it," the University
of Central Florida student said,
as her feel waded in the pool.
" But I try not to because: it
makes me feel guilty being

here."

Diets alone don't shed pounds
0
Research shows 95
percent of diets fall in the
long run
By Megan Roclrtpez
Northern Star (Northern Illinois U.)
(U-WIRE) DEKALB , 111.- Dieting is not
always good.
The risks that are involved with high weight
loss diets can be: harmful , both physically and
mentally.
Martha O' Gorrnan, a registered dietician for
'orthem Illinois State University Health Service
said dieting can be: successful with the proper
tools. A diet should inc lude all necessary VItamins, mine rals and nutrients, and should be:
directed at slow, steady weight loss. Losing three
pounds a week at the most is appropriate, while
losing one to two pounds each week is ideal for
long-term we1ght ,"lability.
Jennifer Panning. a counselor at the Coun,cling
and Student Development Center, said the biggest
miJOCOnception about weight lou is that dieting
and restrietin.i' food intake is a healthy method for
W1tained we1ght lou.
'11lc temptation with beginning a diet is that
typically people do experience rcsulu, however,
these arc ~~lly t hort-livcd. The reality it that
many pe11ple become di•c:11uraged with dietins
and end up rc&a ininjlthe weight , or bc:ginnins one
diet afkr another. Research ha.t shown that in the
kmj~tcrm, 9S percent of dicit fail. However, peo·
pk \till try the: latctt quic k fi x or fad d iet," she

.aid
IJ1ru can cauK scriou' effc:c " auch 11 lack of
ronc:crrtrlr!itrn, d ifficulty t lccpin¥ and dcprn•ion
if n111 properly impfl catc:d, accordins tu
O'Oorman.
Althoolh O'(Jorman uid the food pyramid I• a
good way W suJtaln liiOd Intake, • he re<:ommcnth
t~t dc:-ru be c:tnmtcd with c:arbohydr.tc· rlch

((J(I(J.

"If you are really overweight,
you should focus on the long
run and go slow."
- Ellen Parham, a professor
in the School of Family,
Consumer, and Nutrition
Sciences
Panning docs not enforce any particular diet
plan, but recommends individuals eat three meals
per day.
" In my opinion, there is no bad food. however.
I fec:l that moderation is the key,'' Panning said.
" What ty pically happens when people view food s
in these restrict ive terms is that they crave food s
from the ' bad ' list. they may even binge on these
foods and then feel guilty or 115hamcd afterward."
It also helps d ieters to stop and li sten to their
body For instance, before snack ing. consider if
you really arc hungry or if you arc just feeling
lonely. borcd, depressed, angry or stressed,
O'Gorman said. This npproach also helps when
eating to listen to what your body is hun11ry for
nnd to understand when you stort to feel full.
Diet ins is not just about weight lou . It Is about
lifesty le change, O 'Gunnnn said.
" Any weight lou program should have a main·
tcnance plan," she l aid. " Whht huppcns when you
lose the we ight; how do you keep It oO'I"
lf lgh protein and low cnrbohydratcs arc the key
10 welsht loss, nc:curdinlltO O 'Oorman.
" If you nrc really uverwcl¥ht. roo should fucus
on the lona run nnd 110 slow,' sul1 Eillcn 11arhnm. 11
prof'cu ur In the School of Fnmlly, tunsumcr nnd
Nutrition Sclcnccl, wlu• Is Mlsn n rclll~tcr~:d dlctltlnn
at NIU. "Eatrcmc restriction Is just j!oln111o lust 11
few days with nothln11 bclnlllll:hlcvcd lunlllcrm."

·

As the nation prepares for
war with Iraq, college: students
an: here for the annual migration to the World's Most
Famous Beach party. Spring
break, which is in its second
week, is expected to d raw
I 00,000 students.
March 18 saw a mellow
crowd at the hotel pool decks
and on the sands, as the students chatted with newfound
friends, chilling out before the
nighttime craziness erupts, as
it did March 17, said Davila's
friend,
Scott Noble, of
Casselberry. Fla. "It was pretty
crazy for a Monday." he
laughed.
Threats of war haven't driven spring breakers away from
Daytona Beach, said Jon
llunter, vice president of
Oceans Resorts, which owns

seven local hotels including
the Plaza.
"The crowds have been just
as good as last year," he said.
" Daytona Beach is a drive destination, compared to places
like Cancun, which would be:
more affected."
Other beachside hotels said
that college students haven't
been canceling their reservations. " You would think war
would affect us, but I don't
think so," said Mike Heslop,
general manager of the Water's
Edge Hotel.
Several college students
took the same approach to
their vacation, not letting what
is happening elsewhere d isrupt
their fun. "Another reason to
drink," joked one student, as
he ran down to the ocean.
" I'm not thinking about it,"
said Ashkan Ghajarieh, a 20year-old business management
major from Purdue University.
"It's spring break."
"I' m here to get away from
it all," agreed Erin Ficken, 19,
a
sophomore
from
the
University of WisconsinMadison, as she: relaxed by the
pool. Back home, anti-war
demonstrations have become:
routine and several of her
friends ~ve made trips to the
large:
peace
rallies
in
Washington, though she is
staying neutral.
" We don't realty realize
what's going on because it's so
far away," Ficken said.
Still, the: war has other students concerned, even as
they're trying to have fun.
Michelle Cinque, 21, a student
from the State University of
New York-Fredonia, was worried about the possibility of the
airport shunmg down and
leaving her stranded. For the
meantime, she just wanted to
enjoy the SO-degree: sunny
weather.
"We'r~: still having fun. but
it's in the back of our minds,"
she said.

College students
lax in moral, civil
actions study says
0
Scholars spent
three years studying
moral and civic
actions at more than
100 colleges nationwide

By M1l1nl1 Y11pr
Knl&ht Ridder Newspapers

(KRT)

Visit us online
www.columbiachronicle.com
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TAI.t.AIIASS ' ,

I'IR. -t llliOIIC
tutlonli Are
mt•re likely tho'o tlA s ttl serve
In soup klt ~hcn• thAn the are
h• t!OI Jlolltl~•ll lnvul otl In
l1mlln11 ' "httlun• thht tin 111
wIth Ihe ncotl l'l>r S!lllll
kitchen, ,
1\t l~n ,c . th~t '• whnt '~h1•l"'"
Ill l'h~ t'ntnc11l~ l'nnnll~thm
l111 th~
th AII ~O IIIfflt 11f
( ~ndtlttli •Aill, Wh11 'f~llllhl'\lt

years studying moral and civic
actions and education at more
than I 00 collcacs and uniwrsi·
ties nationwide. including
JX~Iman
ollcgc. Ou~c and
Ponland State universities .
"A lot ofstudcnts aro rtsist·
ant to political cnt~aaemcnt,"
said Anne
olby, a $cnior
5oholar at Carnegie. " l'llcy 'rt
~rv turned otT by It and ~ynl
ca l ~'
Out 8111 Moeller. dlretl\)f fur
the Florida 'tate Uni'"~nlt)
CI\ICf

fut lvlo fidUI:Itlon and

crvlect, aid lllllk of polltl••l
IIQthm do s not ne~asnrll~

mean

~tudcnt s

lnn1lwd,

11111

"'If

P"'l't.
tutn\1\1 IIWty flo\ltn the

M(,.ll r t•lll

h~Vct lu~t

a.re

tr~llhl.m;~l 111\'1.11 or lltlt~~h\f.
•lli1UI ~hill\ilct, 1-t It rellJII1113 '''
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Police seek clues to origin of
old skull found on frat porch
0 Skull found at
fraternity is more than
70 years old
By The Associated Press
PULLMAN, Wash. (AP)Police are investigating the origins of a human skull found on
a Washington State University
fraternity porch.
The sku ll and lower jaw,
found the morning of March 9
on the front porch of the Phi
Delta Theta fraternity, may be
more than 70 years old.
" It was in a box addressed to
the house pres ident. He opened
it, sees this skull in there and
found us," Detective Rick
Peringer said.
The sku ll was marked with
the scores of two football games
in 1930, the Greek letters for the

Phi Kappa Tau fraternity and the
Kappa Delta sorority, writing in
several other places with dates
most recently in the 1970s and,
across the forehead; the date
1934, fraternity letters and the
words "gruesome Gertie."
Thinking that the skull may
have been removed from a campus exhibit or display, WSU
spokeswoman Sue Hinz said she
checked with severa l labs and
none were missing specimens.
A person's name was written
at the back of the skull, so
Peringer spent the afternoon of
March I 0 combing through old
Chino·ok yearbooks. He found
the person was a member of the
Greek system and in the WSU
class of 1932.
His next step will be to contact people with the same last
name and see if he can find any
relatives.
"We' re not looking at it as a
major crime right now,"
Peringer said. "We'rejust trying
to solve the mystery."

Study
Continued from Page

i2

political, and toward methods such as Internet
campaigns. Despite the different approaches,
which Moeller said are all needed, the desire to
change society still prompts some students to
step into the political arena.
In "Educating Citizens: Preparing America's
Undergraduates For Lives of Moral and Civic
Responsibility," Colby and other Carnegie scholars argue that although colleges have a lot of
good programs in place that promote vo lunteerism and values, there are still many missed
opportunities for students for moral and civic
growth.
That growth takes place best when students are
given the opportunity for "structured reflection,"
to analyze a society's problem and brainstorm
solutions instead of just volunteeri ng to help,
said Thomas Ehrlich, a former president of
Indiana University and one of the authors of the
study released last week.
"It means not only having a moral compass,
but knowing how to use it," Ehrlich said.
FSU senior Melissa Madsen would agree with
that.
"That's nice and all, but the connection needs
to be made there,'' Madsen said. "We need to
reflect on the bigger picture. What am I doing or
not doing to cause something like this?"
Madsen said students tend to gravitate toward
two camps of thought. The pessimistic group is
disheartened by what it sees, but those in this
group don't think their actions will change anything. Students who belong to the group at the
other extreme are overly optimistic and think
things will immediately change.
Madsen leans toward optimism. She serves on
FSU's executive board for service scholars, a
cadre of students FSU recruited and gave scholarships to because of their public service in high
s"chool. While majoring in criminology and
English and working toward a certificate in aging
studies she leads a student group called LOVE,
Lovmg Our Valued Elders, that works w1th the
elderly in Tallahassee.
"I see it more because I surround myself with

it," Madsen said of student involvement.
Moeller said the FSU community is heavily
involved in service outside of the classroom
through student clubs and other extracurricular
activities, but more needs to be done to include
service in FSU curriculum. That involves changing campus thinking, he said. He thinks many
academic types think volunteering is the work of
family or churches, not education. But service
can be used as a teaching method, he said.
George Clark, an associate professor at
FAMU's School of Business and Industry,
requires his business ethics students to do at least
I 0 hours of comm unity service.
"Students go through different experiences,
and hopefully through experiences, they get
more out of it," he said.
College is a prime ti me for developing moral
character, Colby said, and most universities have
a few courses that emphasize the importance of
ethical behavior or civic invo lvement. The problem with this approach is that it can be limited to
students who seek out these ideals, authors said.
It 's important to have a campus climate that supp~rts positive values such as "honesty, openmmdedness and respect for others," Ehrlich said.
Jon Dalton, director of FSU's Center for The
Study of Values in Col lege Student
Development, said FSU and other universities
could be guilty of using a college degree as a
means to an end and not communicating the
responsib ility to society that should go along
with it.
Still, FSU makes public service a priority for
students. The school gives out a humanitarian
award each year and notes service on college
transcripts.
FS U opened the doors of its center for service
in 1995. The university rewards about 12 high
school graduates with significant community
service experience $2,000 a year toward tuition.
Patrick Sullivan, FSU's new student body president, is one recipient. Madsen is another.
"It's hard to be a student here and not recognize it's important," Dalton sa id.
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Columbia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival : ·May 22

UJlQ

what is

mayfest

MayFest is a month-long celebration of student work, a festival
of student talent, and an opportunity for graduating seniors
and graduate thesis students to exhibit and perform their work.
Visual, performing and media arts ~xhibitions and events will
take place all over campus during the month of May. MayFest
culminates in a day-long festival, Manifest 03.

~9 what is

manifest

Manifest is an urban arts festival happening at Columbia
College on May 22. Enjoy live music from student, local,
and international bands on three sound stages, a campus
wide gallery artwalk and site-specific performance works
including dance concerts, spoken word, theater pieces
and musical recitals.

Mark your calendars and join the celebration.

www.mayfestmanlfest.colum.edu
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Col umbia Colleg e Chicago

Scholarship Fund

Applications are now available for this
unique scholarship program.

Scholarship winners receive:

•Grants
up to $3,000 to help complete projects in
all fields of the arts and communications

• Opportunities
to work with leading professionals in
Chicago's communications industry

• Spring Showcase
in the Hokin Gallery
Learn more and pick up an application by visiting:
Student Activities & Leadership
623 S. Wabash - Suite 313
312-344-7459
Hok.in Galleries
623 S. Wabash -1st Floor
Class Curtain Callery
1104 S. Wabash- 1st Floor

Application Deadline: April 7, 2003

s
For

c h

0

Unde r g r a d u a t e

a r s h
5 t u d ·e n t s

p s
A t

Hillary Kalish Scholarship

David Rubin Trustees' Scholarship

$2500 maximL;m award per academic year
($1250 awarded in Fall , 2002 and $1250
awarded in Spring, 2003). This scholarship
helps medically and financially challenged
students complete an undergraduate degree.
(Part-time students arc eligible to apply.)

$2000 for one academic year ($1000 awarded in
Fall, 2002 and $1000 awarded in Sprirg 2003).
This scholarship is for full-time outstanding
students to defray tuition costs. Scholarship
awards are based on academic achievement ana
demonstration of financial need.

Deadline: April 1 , 2003

Deadline: April 1 , 2003

Applications are available at:

~ · ~ OA
..

Student Financial Services, 600 S. Michigan, Room 303
Office of Enrollment Management, 600 S. Michiga'l. Room 300
Academic Advising, 623 S. Wabash, Room 300

www.colum.edu/ scholarshlpa
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials

Carter's address falls flat
President Warrick L. Carter told a group
of faculty, students and staff, March 20, that
"the state ofthe college is good." While we,
on the whole, agree, there were a number of
issues Carter failed to address.
The priorities of his speech, and the priorities of the school, tend to run toward the
"big picture." Although this has helped to
make Columbia the cutting-edge arts and
media school that it is, development and
maintenance have not kept pace with
expansion at Columbia The result is a lot of
fiustrated students.
In his State of the College address,
Carter said that students were Columbia's
..only priority," but he declined to discuss
some of the greatest complaint-generators
at the school.
One example is the Student Financial
Services Office, a notoriously medieval
facility that operates without much care for
customer (aka student) relations. Students
often feel the office workers are annoyed or
bothered to have to deal with them. That
resentment takes an already complicated
procedw-e (applying for, and getting, financial aid) and rums it into an uncomfortable
nightmare for students.
Then there are the bizarre hoops the
school makes students jump through to register. While having an online registration
system· is LONG overdue, any time saved is
eliminated by the fact that students must
still visit someone in the department to be
cleared to register. The point ofimplementing online registration was to save the time
and energy of teachers, but when they are
forced to continue to go through the
motions with students, what time or energy
is saved?
Security at Columbia's campus was
another issue Carter failed to address.
While the SGA has admirably taken on the
shuttle bus proposition, Carter should be
backing and expanding every effort to
increase safety at our school. One of the
greatly overlooked problems at Columbia is
the lack of well-paid security. There has
been some talk that the current security
provider, which pays its guards just above
minimum wage to protect students, may be
charging too much. Is there another step

down on the security ladder? Are we to be
watched over by a group of hall monitors
from Jones Prep?
It has been said a million timesColumbia is an urban campus. It has different challenges to face, and by far the most
important of those challenges is securing
Columbia students. It should be a top priority.
Carter did briefly address building
maintenance at Columbia; admitting to the
school's negligence so far. He promised to
double the amount of money spent maintaining Columbia's buildings. Great start,
but we have no idea where that extra money
will go. Carter didn't say.
Our hope is that some of the cash finds
its way to the troubled elevator systems.
The 624 S. Michigan Ave. building grinds
to a halt on a daily basis due to slow, malfunctioning or just plain broken elevators.
Good luck trying to fight your way onto
one at 9 a.m. on a Tuesday. The 33 E.
Congress Parkway elevators also frequently act up. Imagine riding up in an elevator,
only to find it has begun falling toward the
first floor. It has happened to students
before, and the problem begs to be solved.
Some of Carter's speech was heartening. It is wonderful to hear the administration is working on creating new scholarships, particularly at a time when so many
students are suffering from the combination
of increasing tuition and decreasing federal
and state aid.
We also like to hear that Columbia is
cementing its relationships with powerful
and successful alumni. He also addressed
questions regarding the intern that works in
his office who was hired from the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago, admitting that
hiring outside Columbia was a mistake that
would not be repeated.
The biggest problem with Carter's
speech, and Columbia in general, is that
both often fail to see the forest for the trees.
Yes, students do want grand expansions
and expensive projects, but it is the little
things that truly make them happy. And
happy students grow up and tum into
happy alumni-and then we're all getting
what we want.

Brian Morowczynsld/Chronicle

Bushwhacked! Portraits in history

Let's quit the name-calling
The U.S. House of Representatives . dive into a war with which his citizens do
threw a very public temper tantrum last not agree. An overwhelming 77 percent of
week when they- not too c leverlythe French are opposed to an immediate
changed the names of House cafeteria war with Iraq, according to a February
items including the word "French" to a poll by Franyais d'Opinion Publique.
more patriotic " freedom."
The lesson one hopes the United
What kind of message is the House States will learn from this irrelevant
trying to convey with this move? What attempt at snubbing the French is that we
kind of point are they trying to get across are far too quick to tum our backs on our
as they bite into their "freedom toast"?
friends. A shortsi~hted view of history
Rep. Bob Nay (R-Ohio) led the way keeps many Amencans from understandon March II when he announced the ban, in~ the complexity of the U.S. relationgiving the reason for its existence.
ship with France as a friend and a lly, an
"France is sitting on the sidelines," he ally whose support wi II probably be needsaid in a House Administration press ed in this war- not to mention in the
release .
future.
A re~"ta urant owner in North Carolina
Just this week, a French ambassador to
started the "freedom fries" trend, claiming the United Nations said that C hiraq might
he was harkening back to World War II be willing to aid U.S. troops if Saddam
days, when the name of the frankfurter were to unleash biological weapons on
was changed to the "hot dog," and sauer- U.S. soldiers or Iraqi people. His suggeskraut was called " liberty cabbage."
tion proves that the French are not our
America 's annoyance with French enemy- they just disagree.
President Jacques Chiraq got the ball
If America continues to try and bully
rolling after he refused to wholeheartedly the French into buying into o ur foreign
jump o n board with an immediate U.S. policy, it might bum bridges at a time
invasion of Iraq. Acting as if the French when friends are needed more than ever.
stance on diplomacy were a slap in the This advice should be heeded in the U.S.
face, U.S. citizens began name-calling. It approach to diplo matic relationships with
all seems a bit childish.
the rest of the world, as well.
The irony is that, though many
If we can't stop these trivial jabs ut
Americans believe we are attempting to the French, the United States may as well
take out Saddam llussein in defense of ship the Statue of Liberty back across the
international democracy, we are asking Atlantic as u symbol of both the freedom
Chiraq to defy his constituenlll' wills and lost and the friendship destroyed.
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Commentary

Hit the streets, not the books, feds say
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Alumnus
Do you know how to deal drugs? Great. The U.S. government
wants you to keep at it.
OK , that 's probably not the message the Drug-Free Student
Aid Provision to the 1998 Higher Education Act wanted to convey. But that's certa inly where the logic led the 48,629 students
who were formally denied federal a id for college during the
2001-2002 school year. How e lse can we explain the idiocy of
a law that forbids·students with drug convictions from
receiving federal college aid? It certainly doesn't
express a commitment to he lping those with a troubled past.
According to the Drug Reform Coordination
Network, 24,561 students have been denied federal
aid th rough January 2003 . for answering "yes" to a
quest ion on their Free Appl ication for Federa l
Student Aid form about any past drug convictions.
Another 5, 132 students who refused to answer the
question won't have their app lications processed at
all-meaning, of course, that they too will be
denied aid.
Not every student who's been conv icted of a
drug offense is ineligible for federa l aid, but most
are. Successful completion of a d rug rehab stint
wi ll most likely re-establish one's aid e ligibility. Yet many who never answer the question- out of fea r or self-respec t- are
punished.
We can rest assured, however,
that this law only applies to
hardcore violent drug
offenders, right? Hardly.
It applies to any drug
conviction, including
si mple possess ion. As if
the law weren't bad
enough on its own merits, its disparate impact
is worrisome.
While estimates are
that African-Americans 1.
make up 13 percent of
dru& u se~s, they account .
for 55 percent of those
convicted of drug offens- 1 •
es, according to the Sentencing Project, a
criminal justice
policy group. It is the urban poor who are more likely to seek out
drug dealing as a career opportunity, and so it is they who serve
time while the vast majority of whites get off scot-free.

If drug dealers turned the tables en masse and refused )
to sell their wares to co llege students, our drug problem (
would probably disappear
overnig ht!

(U-WIRE) ST. LOUIS, Mo.- If you
have followed the national news lately, you
have doubtless heard the amazing story of
Elizabeth Smart, kidnapped from her family's home in Salt Lake City nine months ago
at the age of 14. Newspapers, r~dio and television around the world have shared the
inspiring story ·of Elizabeth's joyful reunion
with her loving fam ily.
Watching news anchors rejoicing about
Elizabeth, I couldn't help thinking about
another 14-year-old girl, one I encountered
while working in the emergency room at St.
Louis Children's Hospital.
The first thing I noticed about her was
the way she held her jacket in front of her as
she walked nervously through the hall
toward an examining room, as if shielding
her chest from view could somehow protect
her from a hostile, intrusi ve world. Indeed,
her whole group formed an odd procession
as a nurse ushered them to a room- two
young teenage s isters in street clothes
accompanied by three uniformed pol icemen
and a social worker. They had no parent or
guardian- an unusual omission in a children's hospital.
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Previously, judges had the
option of denying federal college aid to
drug offenders on a case-by-case basis.
Arguably, a drug dealer who uses violence to win turf or make sure his clients
pay up shouldn't be free to dip his fingers
into the taxpayers' fe deral aid pie. But this
law sweeps up everyone with the same net,
regardless of the severity of the offense.
Ult imately, the D rug~Free Student Aid Provision
is a vai n attempt to pun ish drug offenders twice for the
same crime. Once with their time in prison and a second
time once they are out. T hat math is simple: It 's cheaper to
deny someone college a id than to pay for the ir time in prison.
It's unassailably true, but it neglects the larger question of
what purpose the crimina l j ustice system is supposed to serveprotect the innocent from the dangerous. If drug offe nders are
really dangerous, they should be locked up. If they aren ' t, they
should be freed and allowed to pursue the same opportunities as
everyone e lse.
The problem is that facing up to the true cost of the d rug war
is just too much fo r po liticians. They want to have their "gettough-on-drugs" cake, and eat it too.
There is an effort, however futile, to put an end to this nonsense . Rep. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) has introduced legislation to
repeal the drug provision to the Hig her Education Act. The bill ,
H.R. 685, has 38 co-sponsors but it is not likely to go anywhere
in a Republican-controlled Washington, D.C. ·
But don ' t let my pessimism stop you. Visit www.rai seyourvoice.co m to learn more about what can be done to at least stop
this one ripple in the wave of war on drugs stupidity.

One child found, many more forgotten
Seth Bloom
The Student life (Washington U.)
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The doctor, nurse, and l·had already been
told to expect them:
"They 're in police custody. She was
thrown through a plate-g lass door and has
lacerations on her back. A social worker is
with them."
After a short conference in the hallway,
two of the police officers disappeared, leaving their colleague to guard the girls. The
social worker hastily filled us in:
"They're runaways- they' ve run away
from home and foster homes eight or nine
times now, and this time they' ve been gone
almost a month. Their grandparents don't
want them back."
We went in to examine and talk to our
patient.
They had been staying at a friend's
house, whose name was DeAndre. A male
friend of his had come to visit and told the
sisters they needed to leave. Then he started
throwing the ir belo ng ings outside. When the
girl argued, he threw her through a glass
door. She said they had walked two miles to
another friend's house and called the police
from there. But the police were saying that
the girl was tearing DeAndre 's place up.
She had several cuts on her back, but
they all appeared minor. A few quick stitch-

es would easi ly fix them . But injuries
seemed the least of her problems.
A new social worker replaced the first
and asked the police officer for a summary.
" Well, they're going to j uvenile lockup
tonight. After that, who knows? We called
around. The city doesn' t want them ; Clayton
doesn' t want them; University C ity doesn' t
want them; Wellston doesn't want them.
Maybe we can get the county to take them."
They glanced briefly at the girl, who
eagerly began to te ll her version, but turned
away before she had spoken two sentences.
But they missed something as they turned
their backs on the girl's explanation: A single tear appeared and slid down the cheek of
the girl's sister- the kind of lonely, powerless tear that street toughs are not supposed
to shed. I watched silently and wondered
why she did not wipe it away. Then, glancing down, I noticed the handcuffs binding
her wrists together.
While the world searched hard for the
missing Elizabeth Smart and blessed God to
hear of her rescue and reunion with a loving
family, people tum away in shame from (he
other missing g irls-the ones that nobody
misses, the ones that nobody wants when
they are fo und. This column is for them.
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COWMBIA'S·VOICES
Faculty walkout not
alright by everyone
I am writing in response to the article
in the March 17 issue, "College community gets up in arms" regarding a possible faculty walkout to protest the action
in Iraq. I cannot believe that the faculty
would punish st udents who do not hold
the same beliefs as they do. I also know
a banner covering the Torco sign would
not represent the student body at large.
On Tuesday, in both of my classes,
there were students who were supportive
of Pres ident Bush and those who were
against him. How can the fac ulty conceive of putting up a "No War" banner
on a building that represents the entire
college community?
I would be appalled if my professors
decided to wa lk out on a day that I attend
class and then expected me to support
their point of view. I would not participate in a walkout and would be cheated
by one. Would the faculty member
refund the money I pay in tuition for that
class? Would the college? If I decided to
walk out of class at a later date to support my point of view, would I get an
excused absence?
I do not want to keep anyone from
express ing their anti-war sentiments, but

there are a number of other opportunities
for faculty and students to express their
dissatisfaction · with the situation in
Iraq-through other protests, writing letters to Congress, e-mailing the president
and the Department of Defense, but not
by penalizing those who support
President Bush and the armed forces by
forcing every student to miss a day of
classes.
- Kristina Romence
Senior/Marketing

Three strikes law is
diabolical and cruel
I totally agree with your thoughtful
editorial: "Three strikes law strikes out"
in the March 17 issue.
Our wicked, evi l and diabolically
cruel laws that send men, women and
children to prison for life for such crimes
as stealing videotapes, bicycles or golf
clubs preclude the words liberty and justice rightfully belonging on any U.S.
currency or monuments.
Our counterproductive war on drugs
and diabolically evi l three-strikes laws
have transformed the former "land of
liberty" into the most incarcerated nation

in history. With less than 5 percent of
the world's population, the United States
has greater than 25 percent of the
world's prisoners.
Not exactly a record we should be
proud of.
-Kirk Muse/Mesa, AZ

Teachers neglect their
duty with walkout
Recently, there has been much di scussion about teachers participating in
the student-led walkout.
It's really quite simple. Students
attend class trusting that a teacher is
going to be there. Leaving the classroom
betrays this trust and abuses a teacher's
authority. Teachers neglect their educational responsibilities if they partake. in a
walkout during class.
Columbia students are paying a good
sum of money for an education. We
respect, choose, and recommend teachers based on their knowledge of our chosen degree; their political beliefs are
irrelevant. Those bel iefs are not something we are paying for, and should
never appear in the classroom. A walkout

during class interferes with the main reason we are investing four years of our
lives.
If your teacher insists on walking out
on you, then demand your money back
for the day (about $95), as well as the
missed lecture notes. You are being
robbed of a 15-week educational reservation, which you were promised. The
teachers are not walking out on George
Bush, Tony Blair or their governments.
They are walking out on students. No
one will suffer a loss except for the students and Columbia, who will obtain
press showing our love for protest and
our quickness to disregard education. Is
that the reputation Columbia wants?
It may be argued that teachers are
merely teaching students a greater life
lesson. However, the only lesson that
can be learned from this protest would
be that dissidence is valid· even if there
are no consequences. No jobs are threatened, and classes are simply put "on
hold." If teachers want to walk out on
their students and their jobs because
their own agenda, then they ought to be
prepared to face a loss of both.
-Christopher Karner
Senior/Acoustics Major

The Chronicle would
like to liear from you.
Submit y·our
thoughts on anything
you read in the
Chronicle in a letter to
the editor:
E-mail us at
chronicle@colum.edu.

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: What do you think about affirmative action?

Tracy Collette
Sophomore/Directing for
Theater

Mikele Bridgeforth
Senior/Theater

Angel Robb
Sophomore/Fashion

"All things in moderation.
It's a double-edged sword."

"It's a good tool to keep
Fortune 500 companies in
check."

"They should just try to
make things equal now,
rather than trying to fix what
happened in the past."

Kruty Nixon
Freshm10/Fasbion Design
"I ~ree with it. Bush is a
hypocnte ...he got in school
because of his father."

Sam Sidney
Sophomore/Graphic Desl&n
"I don't mind either way."
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The Bradford Group
9333 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Niles, Illinois 60714-1393
847-966-2770 Fax: 847-581-8630 www.collectiblestoday.com

The Bradford Group is an international company and the leader in direct marketing of limited-edition
collectibles. We hire top talent; we support initiative and encourage creativity.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE
If you are an innovative, results oriented individual, The Bradford Group, the world leader in limited-edition
collectibles, has an opportunity for you.
Responsibilities of the position:
Individual is responsible for assisting product development managers in concepting and developing product series and preparing
product for presentation to the company. You will also be responsible for managing schedules for artists, overseeing contact with
artists, and various other administrative and project management tasks.
Skills and qualifications necessary to perform tasks:
BA or BFA degree in Art, Art History, Fine/Studio Arts, Illustration, Product Design, Sculpting. Strong internship experience or a
minimum of two years experience preferred. Experience in a clerical and/or art/craft environment a major plus. Artistic skills preferred. Must possess excellent organizational skills, strong communication skills and be detailed oriented. Knowledge of MAC/PC
including Excel, and Word, Illustrator, Photoshop.
We offer a competitive salary and benefits package, as well as a casual work environment.

Please send resumes to: The Bradford Group, 9333 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Attn: Human Resources- PK/PDA/AAA, Niles,
IL 60714. Fax: 847-581-8630. Email: pking@bradfordexchange.com.
Visit us at: www.collectiblestoday.com
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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Applications for the 2003-2004
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
All full-time Columbia College students,
including graduate students, who specialize
in print or broadcast journalism, photojournalism, editorial art or political cartooning, are
eligible to apply. Awards are based on academic merit, financial need and service in the
student's speciality (i.e., internships, work on
student publication or productions). Twentyone scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were
awarded for 2002-2003.

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
APRIL 1 2003
I

GLASS curtain GALLERY
1104 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605
''Wit of America's First Ladles"
New Installations by Barbara Bansley
March 26- May 2, 2003

Reception
Friday, March 28. 2003, 5 - 8pm
Gallery Hours:
M/TH 10am - 7pm
T/ W/F 10am - 5pm
SA by appointment
tel: 312.344.6650

Sponsored by C Spaces ! Glass Cwtaln
Gltllery,a division of Student Affairs.
Funded in part by student activity rees.
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Take a break ,
from exams!
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AVEOA INSTITUTE
CHICAGO
2828 NORTH CLARK STREET

START FRESH WITH CAREER TRAINING AT AVEDA.

Get birth control without getting naked!
Come In for a consultation and get birth control without a
pelvic exam.
And now throug, the end of March, bring this ad to our loop
Health Center and receive a free pack of pills, Nuvartng• ,
or a dozen condoms at the time of your visit! (Cost of office
visit not included)

Planned Parenthood
Loop Health Center
18 S. Michigan Ave. 6th Floor
Call first for an appointment

312-592-6700
Only one COIJIIOft per cUSbller - Offer ecPA!S Malth 31, 2003

riii1 Planned Parenthoocr
DEl chicago area

Be one of the 17 to 24 year
s who will make a difference
and build democracy through national service!

Step Into a career that rewards your creative talent. and
recognizes wellness and environmental awareness as
Important values. Aveda can train you toward licensing in
salon/spa cosmetology and esthetics-each a field of pure
and growing promise. Business skills, retailing knowledge
and an appreciation for well-being of mind and body round
out your curriculum fur success. Be inspired. Feel welcomed.

Call the Aveda Institute Chicago at m.a8g.156o. Make a
change today - next Cosmetology class starting April15, 2003
and June 24. 20031

where can you go next
with aveda?
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Welsh settles
in, reads on
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor

Photo courtesy of tlle Museum of Contemporary Photography

A detail of Paul Berger's 'Warp and Weft: Ground, 2002.'

MOCP features digital artists
By Lisa Skoczen
Staff Writer
The
Museum
of
Contemporary Photography is
hosting two new exhibits this
month , the "Persiste nce of
Vision," the digital-photography art of Paul Berger, and the
"Midwest
Photographers
Proj ect," featuring Chicago
artist Jason Salavon.
Berger is one of the chairs of
the Photography Department at
th e School of Art at the
Univers ity of Washington,
Seattle; he is also one of the
pioneers of the use of digital
imaging as an art form, according to Rod Slemmons, director
of
the
Museum
of
Contemporary Photography.
His pieces range from preblack-and-white
digitalized
photographs from the 1970s to
digitally manipulated photos
beginning in the 1980s, after
the acquisition of his first com-

puter. He combines pictures
with text, forcing the viewer to
go beyond a quick glance, in
order to process the text in correlation to the photograph.
Berger began hi s career in
1973 with the pre-digital project "Daily Life," following with
the black- and white chalkboard
photographs
of
" Mathematics"
( 1976-77).
With the advancement of techno logy, Berger began using the
computer to combine his photographs with images from TV
and video to construct a collage
of images
His works from the early to
"Seattle
mid- 1980s,
like
Subtext: Cinema" and " Printout
#E4: Spider Code," are examples of the basic use of digital
imagery. As Berger continued
experimenting with the combination of photography and digital techniques, he began writing
his own software, producing
more complex and computer

enhanced photographs.
Berger 's subjects include current event s, media, politics,
middle-class s uburbia, sports
and weather- aU that is the
heart of American life. Hi s
"Seattle Subtext Series" and
"Camera Text or Picture" photographs can only be described
as a hi storical coll age with
images of Ronald Reagan, athletes, the student protests in
Berkeley, Calif., outer space,
the Miss America Pageant and
war.
" Warp and Weft: Ground," a
recent project of photography
from Berger 's backyard in
Seattle, is a collage of vivid
green and brown tones of trees,
fl owers and vegetation with a
ravine in each photo. The photos are cut and pieced together
to form a grid like collage.
The exhibit, which runs
through April 29, also includes

For a "literary knockout'' and
one of Columbia's most highprofile celebrities, Irvine Welsh
is surpri singly soft-spoken.
Welsh is the current arti st-inresidence in the Fiction Writing
Department. He is most fa mous
for
his
first
novel,
Train spotting, a blue-collar tale
about a group of heroin addicts
that was adapted into a hit
movie.
And while he maintains his
home base in Chicago, teaching
two courses at Columbia and
living in an apartment in Wicker
Park, he 's also a globetrotting
writer-of-all-trades, penning
movie scripts, s hort stories,
newspaper columns and, of
course, novels.
At the time of a recent interview, Welsh, 44, a tall and slim
man, wore a light blue sweater
and khaki pants and had just
gotten back from a meeting with
HBO in Los Angeles.
Welsh will make two appearances during the 7th Annual
Story Week Festival of Writers:
ln Search of the American
Story, Thursday, March 27.
He will participate in the
Conversations with the Authors
alongs ide Junot Diaz and
writer-in -residence
Antonia
Logue at the residence hall at
73 1 S. Plymouth Court , at 2
p.m.
Then he ' II be reading at the
Literary Knockout event, once
more with Di az and Logue, at
the Metro, 3730 N. Clark St. , at
7 p.m. Both events are free and
open to the public.
Literary
Last
year 's
Knockouts event was Welsh's
first major reading in Chicago.
More than 800 people crowded
into the Metro to hear Welsh

read from the Trainspotting
sequel, Porno , and then to play
records during the dance party.
This year, Welsh doesn' t
know what he' ll read. He said,
"[Story Week] has a good buzz
around it. A lot of interesting
people come in, and it's just
good to meet different writers."
He teaches a fiction seminar
as well as a class on the contemporary writers of his native
Scotland. He said "the biggest
challenge is to get up to scratch
with the material [the students]
are doing.
"You' ve got 26 people and
you ' ve got to get to know all of
their work," he said. "It's quite a
challenge to do that-they 're all
very good, very talented."
Welsh added, "They were a
bit star-struck at first, but now
they' re comfortable."
Here at Columbia, Welsh
occupies the office of fell ow
author Don De Grazia, who is
off adapting his first novel,
American Skin , into a movie.
Welsh said, "I' m just getting
settled in now. I' ve just had little hassles with visas and banks
and social security numbers and
all that sort of stuff. "
At my request, he signed an
overdue library copy of his collection, Ecstasy: Three Tales of
Chemical Romance taken out
from the Harold Washington
Library. In the book, he wrote:
"Reader! Read on! Irvine."
Welsh 's other novels include
The Acid House, Filth and Glue.
He also writes a column for
London's Daily Telegraph.
When he gets a chance, Welsh
hits the local clubs. He said,
"Most dedicated clubbers and
partiers in Chicago seem to go
out during the week. The weekend is more the suburban crowd.
That's the way it tends to happen in the States."

See MOCP, Page 29

'Primordial' prints on display in Hokin
By Jennifer Golz
Staff Writer
The
fourth
annual
Photo.Print.Media exhibition,
entitled "primordial i," opened its
doors Thursday, March 13, in the
Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash
Ave. This year's exhibit is cocurated by two undergraduate
seniors Sarah Zimmer and
Elizabeth Raymer.
ln past years, Columbia's Art
and Design Department faculty
member Jennifer Friedrich has
overseen all aspects of the
exhibits. This year Friedrich
turned over the show to Zimmer
and Raymer, who work under
Friedrich
in
the
photo. print. media design lab.
Zimmer and Raymer decided
on experimental and 19th century
photography processes as the
requirements for the exhibits.
While doing research for her own
artwork, Raymer studied the sensation of being underwater,
describing it as a primordial

sense.
After narrowing down I 00
original entries from Columbia
students, 60 were selected to be
displayed at "primordial i."
"We let the works let the title
come to life," Raymer said.
Zimmer describes the exhibit
as an evolution, " When I look at
this artwork, l get a sense of past
to present," she said.
Logan Weathers' untitled artwork consists of two albumen
prints, picturing a male and
female, similar to that of Adam
and Eve. The 19th century photographic process takes many
days to complete using egg
whites as an emulsion.
"This process is specialized
and not everyone does it any
more," Zimmer said. "ll's amazing that they are still done."
The untitled art by John
Buzon, manages to put a price tag
on a religious figure. In the original photograph there are many
rows of Jesus statues. The first
statue pictured has a price tag

hanging from the arm listing the
sale price of $ 199.
Buzon's print is what's called a
palladium print. The process is a
series of developments exposing
the negative to ultraviolet light.
At the midpoint of the exhibit
is an interesting perspective from
Sarah Meyer, entitled "Hers and
His." This display of two monoprint photographs is truly unique;
each monoprint has to be directly
painted onto a plexiglass plate, so
no two can be alike.
On top is an image of a vacuum cleaner on a pink backdrop.
A second image is beneath that of
a lawnmower on a blue backdrop.
This is reminiscent of man and
woman's role in the middle of the
past century.
At the end of the exhibit arc
two very different representatives
of the 19th century processes.
"Dream Box," by Craig
Kamrath, was a final project for
his class on experimental

See Primordial, Page 29

Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle

Irvine Welsh teaches during his Critical Reading and Writing:
Contemporary Scottish Writers class, held Wednesday afternoons.
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Crossing over the Border
o Sultry songstress explores her cultural roots In new album
By Fernando Dlaz
Contributing Writer
The music of Lila Oowns is in many ways like a
great book. The first listen is like approaching
something familiar, yet alien. Full of legends and
slices of folklore, each song is wrapped in an
unconventional package with a meaning that unravels in ways that build with every listen. Each is a
statement unto itself, saturated in cultural significance and elaborately composed.
Down's musical career rose from
roots planted in the mountains of
Oaxaca, Mexico, Minnesota and
California and brings a unique identity to bear through eloquent lyrics in
the languages of her different homes.
The daughter of a North American
father and Mixtec Indian mother, she
is tall, dark and beautiful. On her latest album Border (Narada, 2001) she
blends influences as varied as
Mexican folksongs, cumbias and jazz
with hauntingly surreal scores, and
Woody Guthrie cowboy tunes.
Adapting her ly rics to English,
Spanish and Mayan, the sound and
words are married into a union that
defies definition, yet establishes a
meaning larger than its seemingly random components.
On "EI Feo," a darkly textured song about a person who is unaffected by other peoples ' opinions
about his appearance, Downs floats behind the
deep percussion switch ing between Spanish and
Zapotec. In the distance, an abstract whirlwind of
voices looms, sounding like a Philip Glass contribution.
" La Linea," a stunning testament of the lives
that pass the "imaginary" border between Mexico
and the Uni ted States, is the subject of the album.
A trumpet ushers in a Paraguayan harp in " La
Linea" as Downs details the plight of crossers in

English. Throughout the album, Downs' voice
ranges from the anthem timbre of Mercedes Sosa to
the playful tone of Shakira.
Downs sings for and about the Mexican state of
mind that many immigrants share: "Many of these
people speak a language that doesn't have anything
to do with Spanish," Downs said in a recent interview.
After releasing Border, her third album , a
tour sprang up that stopped in Tijuana, Ciudad
Juarez, and other cities along the line. " It just
kind of happened," she said. Her
shows drew a more diverse
crowd than she had been used to
in Mexico City, where she has
been based for the last five
years .
"It was interesting to see how
they claimed these songs for
themselves," she said.
" I' m a border person but in a
very different context," she added .
That's all too clear in her music.
Her borders are ethereal and subtle-both physical and imaginary.
They lie somewhere between what
music and culture reflect.
Downs has traveled long to add
color to a picture that is slowly
filled in with efforts by activist artists that seek to
portray issues in their true light.
When she comes to the Hothouse, 31 E.
Balbo Drive, on March 28 and 29 she will
perform with Raiz Viva. On March 23, she
cro ssed another border as the first Latina to
perform l ive at t he Academy Awards. She
will perfo rm "Burn It Blue" w ith Caetano
Yeloso, which is nominated for Best Song.
She is expecting to get in the studio for her
fourth a lbum next September after touring
E urope and getting back to her new home in
New Yo rk C ity, where she recently moved to
be closer to a more g lobal musici an set.

"I'm a border

person

but in avery
different
context,"
Downs said.

Book Review

Sadomasochism and pseudonyms In 'Gordon'
o Sex, violence and desperation leave us wanting more
By Jesse Jordan
Contributing Writer
Edith Templeton' s Gordon is
the story of a young woman who
falls into an intense love affair
with a brilliant and brutal psychiatrist named Gordon. Their
affair becomes an ever-intensity ing dance of sex, debasement,
forced se lf-introspection and
analysis. What begins as a tryst
quickly becomes an all-consuming obsession, one which
Templeton is not afraid to follow
to its profound and frightening
conclusion.
Gordon was originally published in England and Germany
in 1966 under the pseudonym
Louise Walbrook. It was soon
banned for indecency in both
countries, but not before attracting the attention of The Olympia
Press, the famous Paris company
which was the original pubhsher
of such books as Lolita, Story of
0 and Nalced Lunch.
Olympia Press re-released the
book in 1968 under the title The
Demon :r FeOJt. The book was
pirated and published in many
languages, a lways under the
pseudonym Loutse Walbrook.
The book is now being released
internationally, with its original
title, and with Templeton's real
name.
The novel opens with Louisa,
a smart and savvy young woman
in the midst of a d ivorce, a
German expatriate aiven to
quotina Goethe, u well u
French and Dutch poe;try, sittina
alone in a pub her frienc& used to
frequent liefore the war, hopina
to run into 1 familiar IKe.
Templeton Jlvet Louisa's tint
penon narration such lnttlll-

I'IICe and ltrenllh that the rnd-

er quickly agrees with her perception of herself as an incisive,
independent woman .
Moments later however, at
that same pub, she meets a man
who grabs her by the wrist and
leads her hurriedly to a garden,
where he takes her forcefully on
a concrete bench. So begins her
strange and disturbing affair
with Richard Gordon.
The novel is a spiral, whether
downward or upward will have
to be determined by the reader.
The affair intensifies, as their
sexual encounters continually
land in the realm of rape and
brutality. Like the sex, the relationship itself grows more and
more debasing. Louisa finds herself increasingly desperate for
Gordon.
Gordon, a psychiatrist, keeps
Louisa under his control with an
almost omniscient ability to see
through her, to force out the
thoughts she has kept hidden for
so long. Gordon, at one point,
asks Louisa how many abortions
she's had:
"I caught my breath.
' One,' I said.
He struck me across the face and
said, ' Don't lie to me.'
' Two,' I said.
He said, 'That's better, and next
time I'll hit harder. Here's our

bus."'
As Gordon's control intensifies, Louisa, in tum, becomes
more and more dependent, more
obsessed with her submissive
role. Gordon begins to bring to
liaht issues and secrets that
Templeton '1 tint person narration had kept hidden from us,
hidden from Louisa. Gordon
forces Louisa and ua to look at
who she really is( ualna lnterroption, lndmldat on and ICIUII

phys ica l violence at times.
As Louisa falls deeper under
Gordon's control, Templeton
drags us along. She creates a
kind of morbid curiosity, leaving
us wondering how far Louisa
will finally go, how far Gordon
will go. The further they go into
the depths-both sexual and
psychological-the clearer the
picture we get of Louisa's troubled past, and the person who
has emerged from it.
It's not hard to see why this
novel was banned. Templeton,
without showing the necessary
amount of reprehension for the
times, deals with the Elektra
Complex (the idea of wanting to
kill one 's mother so that she can
have the father), sadomasochism
and dominance. The sex scenes
are painted vividly and the beatings are, to Louisa, expressions
of lust and love.
Gordon is a demanding novel.
At times it is difficult to get
through--at other times, it is difficult to put down. It will be hard
for m any people to read as
Gordon probes Louisa's psyche,
as he debases her in public and
assaults her physically. It will be
very hard for some people to
read Louisa's voice, strong and
sure, as it describes her doing
things which are weak and submissive. In the end, however, it
is worth it.
After all the ugliness and
pain, this is a novel about desperation and love. This is a
novel that leaves the reader
wondering who Louisa really is,
and where our desires really
come from. It leaves the reader
wonderina about his own
wants-dluectlna them u If
Gordon himself were In the
room.

Ala Kedlln'CIIIonlc
Film lnstrudor llriglcllWMr bellev11 she wu cllltlned to bt a tuehlr.

Columbia teacher
pursues dreams
same emotions; we all smile when
we're happy; we all can crunch up
our face when we're upset. It
doesn' t matter who you are, in
Balancing a demanding teach- what country. There are certain
ing schedule, a production compa- similarities. Culturally, we very
ny and filmmaking, Brigid Maher, easily lose sight of that," she said.
Maher believes fi lm can either
artist-in-residence in Columbia's
Film and Video Department, said perpetuate this or break down the
she is the happiest she has ever barriers.
been in her life.
The idea for Adrift came after
Maher, 29, is currently working taking a trip with her brother
on the documentary, The King. the when she was just 17. They travLawyers, and the Cheese, about eled to Egypt, Turkey, Syria,
Wicker Park artist Stu Helm, aka Jordan, Israel, Palestine and the
King VeJVeeda, who is being sued Gaza Strip. She admits she had
by Kraft Food Holdings for tar- stereotypes, but soon became
nishing its trademarked cheese aware of the violence and perseproduct. Helm's artwork has been cution that was going on.
featured in a wide variety of medi''That was really startling for me
ums, fro m erotic images for and I've always felt this need to
Screw Magazine, as well as chil- have a vocation that gave back to
dren's publications.
the community. That was very
Maher said the images in much how I was raised," Maher
Helm's artwork were both beauti- said. "That really opened my mind
ful and challenging and she felt up in terms of how I really wasn't
uncomfortable with it at first- meant to be silent.. .in issues of
especially because of her Irish- social injustice."
upbringing
in
Catholic
In addition to making films and
Bainbridge Island, Wash. Maher working full time at Columbia,
said she wanted to explore the Maher also runs her own producissues of his work for herself as tion company, Tiny Leaps
well as her audience.
Productions.
The
company
"The documentary was as addresses identity and perceptions,
much for exposing this ~nd of and seeks to "further social change
misrepresentation and censorship and foster critical thinking,"
and corporate censorship as much according to the company's webas it was a personal exploration site, tinyleaps.org.
for me," she said.
In 2000, Tiny Leaps fonned a
If the court battle continues, partnership with Eyes Open Inc., a
Maher will continue filming into nonprofit company that promotes
the summer, but otherwise the similar projects and values, of
film should be completed in May, which Maher is also the president.
she said. The film shows how a
Maher
also
taught
at
large corporation can affect an Northwestern University before
individual and it follows his emo- coming to Columbia almost three
tions and personal experiences.
years ago.
''The documentary has a very
She said, "I think [the move to
personal fee l to it. I think it's Columbia) had to do with the qualprobably the most personal work ity of films I was seeing out of the
that I've ever done," Maher said. students, and I worlced with a lot of
Maher has put together a benefit Columbia College alumni."
to support the documentary and
Maher said she feels called to
raise money for post-production be a teacher. Her mother always
costs. The event will take place said that nursing was her vocaMarch 26 at Beat Kitchen, 2100 W. tion and Maher feels the same
Belmont Ave., at 8:30 p.m. There way about teaching at ColumbiL
will be live punk music, including
" I try to connect with the stuThe Busy Kids and Forgotten Four, dents [in] the classroom environbod! Columbia bands, and a silent ment. I think that I've worked
auction. There will also be a screen- really, really hard to create a
ing ofabout 10 minutes of the docu- teaching style that all students
mentary.
can respond to," Maher said.
Besides The King. the Lawyers,
Maher said she enjoys teaching
and the Cheese, Maher has written at Columbia and she would like to
and directed seven films.
get more involved with the school.
Her 2002 feature film, Adrift In Maher is pursuing her dreams of
the Heartland, is about the unex- teachin~~o filmmaklng and ntnning
pected friendship of a Muslim production companies, but she
Palestinian woman and an said she still WilliS more out of
African-American woman. The life.
fllm was shot in Chicqo and in
" By the time I'm 40, I would
the West Bank, and showcases like to write m,y own ticket," she
Maher's philosophies about mis- sald. "By the time I'm 40,1 would
representation and stereotypes.
like to be In a position where I can
"I think that It comes cfown to come up with a film lclea and I can
we're all human. We all have the get the fundlna to execute it."

By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass·to attend a special showing of

BASIC
on Thursday, March 27th at the Loews Cineplex. Pipers Alley Theater.
I This film is rated "R" by the MPM for violence and language. I
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Linkin Park's meteoric Chicago showing DiFranco evolves from
By Stephanie Sarto

hippie roots to jazz

Assistant A&E Editor
What do 50-year-old mothers,
20-somethings and 8-year-olds
have in common? Obviously, a
love for Linkin Park-no not the
Chicago neighborhood-the band.
The Riviera Theater was home for
the eclectic crowd on March I4.
WKQX-FM hosted the event,
and teased and prolonged the grand
entrance for Linkin Park. But when
the curtain went up and DJ Joe
llahn started laying some deep
bass beats, you eouldn't help but
feel the music with the huge speakers located a mere I5 feet away.
The Riviera posted a couple banners around the stage area stating
that: "There will be no moshing,
pushing, etc, or you wi ll be escorted out..." From the opening riffs of
some of the songs off their new
albwn, Meteora (scheduled to drop
March 25), to a crowd favorite
"Runaway" the crowd certainly
tried its hardest to refrain fium
moshing in fiunt of the stage. Sure,
there were a few shoves and pushes, but nothing too extreme.
Lin kin Park's first single offtheir
sophomore albwn, "Somewhere I
Belong" describes fear and confusion, but the chorus takes that crucial first step toward aniving at a
solution. Front man Chester
Bennington sings, "I want to heaV I
want to feel like I'm close to something reaV I want to find something
I've wanted all along, somewhere I
belong."
The crowd could hardly contain
itself when Joe DJ scratched for a
few minutes and built up the anticipation and then broke the bass line
of "Faith." The bass hit hard and
loud. On this new albwn they went
out on a limb and experimented
with complex beats.
The concert ended but after the
crowd's insistent shouts of"Linkin
Park, Linkin Park, Linkin Park" the
band returned to the stage for an
encore, playing some of their topselling hits "Crawling," "In the

By Usa Skoczen
Staff Writer

Joe SaucedaiChronicte

Lead singer Chester Bennington and the rest of the Linkin Park clan
performed for a full house at the Riviera Theater on March 14.

End" and "One Step Closer."
That's when the entire place
went crazy, the crowd, jwnping
aroWld like maniacs (a little moshing went unnoticed by the security
guards) singing, "But in the end it
doesn't even matter..."
Linkin Park has improved
immensely since the Family Values
Tour of 2001-their music, their
vi be, the whole package. The group
has a unique sound. It has been
duplicated, but no one does it as

well as the original.
Along with the crowd, I wish the
concert had been a little longer.
The energy was amazing, the music
off the hook, as always, and the
band's chemistry just clicked.
(Maybe that's why Chester's nickname is "the chemist.")
The new songs had a fresh quality to them, a different, more
mature soWld with harder beats and
more poignant lyrics. Linkin Park
certainly rocked the house.

Tuesday, April 8, 6:00p.m.
Fullerton Hall
University of Chicago Professor Wendy Do niger

introduces Hindu de ities featured in the exhibition
Himalayas : An A•sthe:tic Adventure. Or. Ooniger' s
lecture is followed by a dancer from the Bhar'a ta

Notyam Theater of Chicago, presenting traditional
Hindu dances of the beneficent Ganesha and the
demon slayer Durga. Free event

University Night, Spring 2003
Wednesday, April 9, 5:30-8:30 p.m.
Enter a t Columbus Drive entrance
Chicago-area underg raduate and graduate students
and faculty ore invited to view two major exhibitions:
Himalayas : An Aesthetic Adventure and A Century of
Collecting: African American Art in The Art Institute
of Chicago . Join informal discussion a i n the galleries
with curators and other specialists. A complimentary

With funky jazz beats and
swing band resonance, Evolve
could have been released in the
1930s with Ani DiFranco on
stage dressed as a swanky napper girl backed by an five-piece
band playing saxophone, trumpet, percussion and rhythmic
bass.
A follow-up to her doubledisc live album, Evolve, which
was released on her label,
Righteous Babe Records on
March I I, is packaged in an
artistic blue iridescent case with
a moth-and-die-cut design
adorned with DiFranco's signature.
Fans wi II be surprised at the
album 's direction, with its j~zz ,
R&B and Latin innuences .
She's a clever lyricist with a
decorat ive vocabulary satiated
with
metaphors,
prolific
thoughts and themes based on
personal and political stances.
She can play a mean gui tar and
her presence with or without a
backing band can stand on its
own; however, the band adds a
more layered feel to the songs.
The opening track, "Promised
Land," is a dramatic ballad with
soft, jazzy piano, guitar and
tapping percussion.
On the next track, "In the
Way," DiFranco's style is comparable to Billie Holiday or Ella
Fitzgerald. Jazz infused with
blaring horns, Miles Davis-like
solos, R&B bass, hand claps
and whammy guitars. DiFranco
seductively sings: "What is in
the way, in the way of my Jove
for you, in the way...no you didn't just leave."
"Slide" is a track with an
upbeat tempo, slide guitar and
backing vocals sounding like
the members of Ben Folds Five.

The title track is the strongest
track both musically and lyrically. Its catchy acoustic guitar
jams tell the tale of DiFranco's
evolution: "I got more and more
to do and less and less to
prove." The song touches on
her
political
ideologies.
Overall, the track is old school
DiFranco with tire absence of
horns and her steady picking.
" Serpentine" is a languorous,
I0-minute, jagged guitar piece
of spoken word poetry, touching on issues like corporate
business executives, civil rights
figures, freedom of the press,
the music industry (exploiting
women singers for sex appeal)
and the issues of a mentally
unstable society.
On "Here for Now," a salsa
track, DiFranco's voice sounds
like a chameleon constantly
changing in vocal style from
sultry nightclub si nger to folk
feminist to Selena-accented
Spanish vocals. · "Second
Intermission" is a tender, nowing folk ballad about high
school.
The album c loses with the
crestfallen track "Welcome To,"
where DiFranco si ngs in a raw,
exhausted voice: "It's quiet
here except for this song, now
that everybody's gone."
However, it's disappo inting
the only track on the album that
can be deemed rock-infusedwith heavier melodic guitar
strumming, a steady drumbeat
and over-dubbed vocals-is
ruined by creeping horns in the
background.
And while it seems DiFranco
went a little hom crazy, she definitely took the road Jess traveleq; diverging from her jamming, hippie roots to an album
that experiments, using an array
of ethnic genres.

I lOVE YOU,
YOU'RE PERFECT,
NOW CHANGE
The Hilarious Hit Musi(al
..Riotously funny. A
Iii ugh-filled treilltl"
• Daily Southtown

coffee bar reception follows. Coli ( 312) 857.- 7182 by
April 7 to register for this free event.

Dancing the Mandala
Friday, April 25, 12:30 p .m .
Fullerton Hall
Danc e h•ato nan and chor eographer Joseph Houseal
demonstrates unique dance move menta obaerved in
h1s f1eld stud••• at loda~h, high In the Indian Himalayas.
Hou•eol'a guest from Katmandu, Prajwal Rat no
VaJra c horyo, donees Manjuorl, a Buddhlat deity dance
form that relotea to wor~a on view In the ellthlbltlon

Hlmuloya11 An Ae•thetlo Adv•ntur• . 'nalt.ta are •10
with your etudont 10. Call (312) 575 - 8000 .

..Fresh illnd vlbrillntl"
- Chic.1go Reader

..Clever. Zillny.
The (iiiSt (Ould
not be better!"
• Chlc.tgo Sun-Times
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of
LAUREL CANYOtan Thursday, March 27th
at Landmark's Century Centre Cinema.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.
No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have
received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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Travolta makes a milk run of a career
van Gogh.
"One [Reserwir Dogs) was a
small art film and one [Pulp
FICtion) was a small art film that
turned into a pop culture, do you

By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
ohn Travolta's handshake is
about as firm as his grip on the
film industry: firm, but not too
firm.
Travolta broke into Hollywood
early, with a string of hits in the late
1970s and early l 980s-Saturday
Night Fever, Grea<e and Urban
Cowboy-only to stagnate throughout the rest of the decade, playing
roles mostly in mediocre films, rejuvenating his career with a role in the
cult classic Pulp Fiction in 1995.
Then, after a few roles in dramas
like Phenomenon and Michael,
Travolta started acting in big budget, often mil itary-based, action
films. Such is the case with his latest, Basic, a military thriller that
opens in theaters everywhere this
Friday, March 28.
In an interview at the RitzCarlton Hotel late in February,
Travolta talked of his affinity for
portraying the "military people"
and about how movies have
changed since he started his career.
Travolta said he was attracted to
Basic for the opportunity to team
up with his Pulp Fiction co-star
Samuel Jackson and because of the
ambuigity of his character, agent
Tom Hardy.
Utilizing conflicting flashbacks
taken from different points of view,
the film surrounds a botched training exercise near a military base in
the jungles of Panama and the
investigation that follows.
After Sgt. Nathan West
(Jackson) takes his strung-out team
on an exercise in the jungle and
several members of the team,
including West, tum up missing
and/or dead, Hardy, a DEA agent
and former member of the elite
team in question, is brought in to
get to the bottom of the
situation.

J

Photo coortesy of Columbia Pictures

Mr. Military: John Travolta as agent Tom Hardy In 'Basic.'
The problem is Hardy's new
partner, Capt. Julia Osborne
(Connie Nielsen), is skeptical, and
for good reason; not only is Hardy
drunk on tequila when he arrives at
the military base, but he's also
under investigation for bribery.
What follows is a confusing.
twisted thriller. Travolta said he
enjoys the fact that his character
operates in the ambiguous "gray"

area
"We' re all mixes of good and

bad things, and that truth can be
better seen with me, as opposed to
just laying a layer of darkness or
just a layer of lightness-you will
buy both sides of me," he said.
Travolta added: "I don't know if
I' m drawn to [roles as military
men], as much as when I approach
them, I seem to able to communicate the essence of the military
people well.
"(In] Broken Arrow, I loved

playing the wicked side of it. It was
just widely psychotic, and that was
kind of fun. In General's Daughter,
he was just kind of this weighty
guy who was smart ... but honorable and probably patriotic. Where
in this movie, you don't really
know what he is," Travolta said.
Travolta, who turned 49 on Feb.
18, had speckles of gray hair
sprouting throughout his short
bro~ coif, but he was still dapper
with his trademark icy-blue stare,
wearing a maroon button-up shirt,
faded blue jeans and brown loafers.
Asked to compare his film career
to a flight on an airplane, Travolta,
an avid pilot, said: " It's been a long
flight. It's probably more like my
little [children's] book, Propeller
One-Way Night Coach, because he
makes all these stops and he sees
what's going on and they're all different kind of flights he's on ...so I
would say it's more like that-the

milk run."
Indeed, after starring in the hit
sitcom "Welcome Back, Kotter," it
seemed everything Travolta
touched turned to gold. However
several of his films in the 1980s,
including the Saturday Night Fever
sequel Staying Alive, flopped. •
It wasn't until Pulp Fiction,
director Quentin Tarantino's
exploitative dark comedy, that
Travolta's name was on the tip of
Hollywood's tongue.
"In (Tarantino's first film)
Reservoir Dogs, you had a very
dark scenario with very dark
actors. In Pulp Fiction, you took a
dark scenario, but you put actors
that had a kind of levity or iconic
baggage," Travolta said "Whether
it was Bruce Willis with action
movies, or me with my Elvis
Presley past--<>r whatever you want
to view it as. It added a layer of
validity. It made it Picasso instead of

know, phenomenon, do you
know" -Travolta said "do you
know" a lot
Asked about the Grease 3
rumor.;, Travolta said, " It's a pipe
dream and it has always been for
that group. I always say, well if
there's a gimmick th,at makes sense,
then submit it, but short of that I
don't know what it would be."
Even though Travolta declined a
role in Chicago, "because I wasn't
seduced enough into it," he said, he
still wants to star in a musical.
"It's sad that up until Chicago,
Grea!e was the most successful-1
mean still the most successful musical ever made-but there was no
other musical that ev~l mean 25
year.r-that doesn't make sense," he
said. "I've always thought [musicals
are) a valid medium and genre that
should be investigated-( like it."
Travolta said films are not as realistic as they once were.
"When I first started doing
movies, I thought there was a realism to films in the ' 70s that I felt
was lost to some degree. There was
a grittiness, you know Mean

Streets,

Taxi

Driver~ven

Saturday Night Fever had a grittiness to it," he said.
However he added that audiences wouldn't be able to digest
films .(ike Pulp Fiction, the lesbian
tragedy Boys Don t Cry and the
Danish film, The Celebration.
''Now, you' re hitting spikes of
great genius in these movies that
come along that are better than
ever," Travolta said. " But on the
other hand, there was a gravity and
meatiness that eveJ)'One agreed on
then that we haven't had as much o(
Or it's become a different version of
it that tastes of it, but isn't really
that"

STUDENTS SAVE 250/o ON TICKETS*
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HUBBARD STREET
DANCE CHICAGO
JIM VINCENT. ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

3 electrifying premieres
3 enthralling programs
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25 Years of Bold Moves
M8n:h 21- April 13

It's easy to order:
ticketmaster.com or 312.902.1400
hubbardstreetdance.com

Ford Center for the Performin1 Arts, Oriental Theatre, 24 West Randolph Street

Vlatt any Broadwoy In Chlcaao Box omce (Call3t2.977.1700 lOr

This year's milestone 25th Anniversary Sprlna Enaaaement features captlvatlna premieres and classic
HSOC favorites. Each of the three unique proarams offers a dynamic mix of repertoire sure to Inspire,
lntrlaue and captivate you. Tickets start at $25.
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'Evil Dead' star talks
about new projects
that killed them both. So, it's a wacky little story.
And there's also a film called Bubba
Ho-Tep that people should look for fairly
(U-WIRE) CARBONDALE, IlLsoon.
Self-proclaimed B-movie actor Bruce
DE: Could you explain a little about
Campbell has starred in more than 50 Bubba Ho-Tep?
movies and television shows. Campbell's
BC: It's a redemptive Elvis-mummy
roles have ranged from Ash in the Evil picture. It's the story of Elvis Presley (the
Dead film series to the title role in the TV real Elvis). He's not dead. He's 68 years
series "The Adventures of Brisco County old. He's in an east Texas rest home. He 's
Jr." His latest works include the ring dying from cancer. His life is basically
announcer in Spider-Man and his autobi- over. No one believes him and he hooks
ography If Chins Could Kill: Confessions up with another guy in the rest home
ofa B Movie Actor.
'
there in east Texas, the actor Ossie Davis.
In addition to his acting talents, he was He plays a guy who thinks he's Jack
a producer in the Evil Dead series, a Kennedy. They have this odd relationdirector on TV shows such as "Hercules: ship. It turns out this guy who thinks he's
The Legendary Journeys" and "Xena: Jack Kennedy thinks that there 's a
Warrior Princess" and has lent his vocal mummy that's sneaking into the rest
talents to several video games, including home at night and sucking the souls out
Spider-Man: The Movie Game and Evil of the old people, and it turns out that
he's right. So Elvis and Jack Kennedy
Dead: A Fistful ofBoomstick.
Campbell recently took the time for an have to team up, kick the mummy's ass
interview and opened up about his career, and save the rest home.
fans and upcoming projects.
DE: What has been your favorite role as
Dally Egyptian: When did you start an actor?
speaking at colleges about your career
BC: Don't have one yet. I' m not done.
and Hollywood?
Every role is supposed to be your
Bruce Campbell: Three, four years ago. favorite, really. You have to try to make it
Something like that. I sort of got into it your favorite. Otherwise, why take it?
that way because I always enjoyed that
DE: What has been your worst expericollege crowds are a good audience for ence as an actor so far?
BC: There are some movies that are just
the type of stuff that I do.
DE: When writing your book, did you difficult to shoot, but I have a theory that
have any difficulty or did you breeze if a mov ie is difficult to make, it's easy to
watch, and if it's easy to make, it's hard
right through it?
BC: It wasn't so much difficulty, but I to watch. So, as a result, I think movies
was a working actor, so it took time to like some of the Evil Dead movies were
actually take the time off to write it. It very difficult to make, but sometimes
took four years to write it, but it wasn't, they're kind of fun to watch as a result.
DE: Do you ever fe el pressure to
per se, difficult to write in that I just had
to remember what happened.
always be on?
DE: Was it difficult getting back to old
BC: Nope. l' mjust me. I've never realdetails?
ly played that game. It's too horrible. It's
BC: Some things I knew really well, too creepy.
just because of memory or things you' ll
DE: Have there been any bad experinever forget. And then other things they ences with fans in that aspect?
just go in one ear and out the other, so I
BC: Not really, because I make myse lf
had to rely on other friends or business available. I'm pretty good at breaking the
logs or something like that. I kept a fair- mystique.
ly good record over the years.
DE: What's been one of the worst expeDE: You have jumped around to a vari- riences w ith a fan?
ety of different genres, both in TV and
BC: I haven't really had any bad ones.
the big screen. What led you to this?
It's just a few people who are a little
scary
looking, who give me some creepy
BC: Boredom. I mean, come on. Why
would you want to do the same thing poetry, or something. Only one g uy was
over and over again, even as an actor.
taking pictures of my house years ago,
DE: Who are your influences as an but I didn't even own the house, so it didactor?
n't really matter. I was just renting and 1
BC: I like guys like Bob Hope and wasn't even there when he was taking the
Danny Kaye. A lot of the old time guys. pictures. So he was kind of just a loser.
There was a sense of perforinance about
DE: What is it like having models and
those guys that I really liked. Today, action figures of yourself?
actors don't even act anymore. They
BC: Pretty surreal. It's not me, obviousdon't do anything.
ly, and they never get the likenesses right
DE: What do you mean?
on those things anyway. So, I'm never
BC: Things are getting too subtle, I terribly impressed. I think the McFarlane
think, sometimes. Film makes believe. ones are pretty good because the quality
Some actors get so subtle, I think it's bor- is good. But it's fine, it's kind of fun. It
ing.
doesn't really mean anything, though.
DE: In the title of your book, you sort of
DE: What do you do when you're not
make fun of your chin. Did your chiseled on tour or working on a movie?
jaw line and prominent chin help you
BC: I'm doing a documentary right
early in your career?
now about public land use. There's brush
BC: No, but it makes you avai lable for clearance to do. There's all kinds of work
certain types of roles if you have a gener- to do around here when I'm not working.
ic type of look. It's nothing I decided to I' m busier when I' m not working than
do or pursue. I've always actually played when I'm working.
against it, mostly. I have rarely, sort of,
DE: Could you explain your role [in the
done it on the nose.
public land use issue]?
DE: What projects are you involved in
BC: I'm just trying to tell the whole
right now?
story, because 1 think they have a lot of
BC: Writing another book. It's a light- public meetings about what to do with
hearted look at relat ionships called Make land and what the proper timber harvestLove the Bruce Campbell Way. And I'm ing methods are. Not everyone can go to
going to direct and star in a fi lm this these meetings, so I decided to kind of
summer called Man with the Screaming make a documentary where you can take
Brain. That's for Sony and the Sci-Fi the meeti ng to the person and then let
Channel.
these peop le speak uninterrupted. So
DE: Could you explain a little bit about with that, sort of creating a public forum.
Man with the Screaming Brain?
It 's pretty midd le-of-the-road. I' m not
BC: Probably most people haven ' t really taking any sides.
heard of it. It's kind of like Body Heat
DE: What is something that people
with a brain transplant. It's a story of probably don't know about you?
love, greed, betrayal and revenge in the
BC: That 1 have two acres of lavender
big bad city. It's a very dark, creepy at my property.
DE: What for?
comic book-sort of story. Basically an
uptown banker winds up getting part of a
BC: It was here when we got it. We've
brain of a Latino street hustler put in him just kept it goi ng. We take it up to
and these two sort of reluctant partners Eugene, Ore., and distill it into its essenhave to team up to and find the woman tial oil.

ByGregCima
Daily Egyptian {Southern Illinois U.)

GLASS curtain GALLERY
1104 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605
"Wit of America's First ladles"
New Installations by Barbara Bansley
March 26 - May 2, 2003

Reception
Friday, March 28, 2003, 5 - 8pm
Gallery Hours:
M/ TH lOam · 7 pm
T/W/F lOam · 5pm
SA by appointment
tel: 312.344.6650

Spor.sorea by C Spaces 1 Glass Curtain
Ga!lery.a division of Student Affairs.
Funded in part by student activity fees.

North Shore Center for the Performing
Arts in Skokie • 9501 Skokie Blvd
Across from Old Orchard • Free Parking
This progrem it pertidy aupport.d by 1 grent

from the U~noi1 Art:l Council 1 ltltt egtncy.
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of
WHAT A GIRL WANTS
on Monday, March 21st at the AMC River East Theatres.

I THIS FILM IS RATED "PG" FOR MILD LANGUAGE. I
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
One pass per person. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have
received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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MOCP

Continued from Page 21

Continued from Page 21
1

work from some of Berger's
friends and students from
the
University
of
Washington, Seattle.
One example is Neil
Chowdhury ' s
"Masses,"
which employs a cacophony
of sounds and looping video
to show distorted images of
people in di fferent war environments.
Salavon,
the
Jason
"Midwest
Photographers
Project" feature artist, has
three different exhibits currently on disp lay at the
museum.
Salavon is a neo-Andy
Warhol who uses pop culture themes in his digital
images,
producing
an
abstract and impressionistic
representation of a photograph . T he three exhibits
from
Salavon
include
Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle " Homes for Sale," "Every
'Primoridal i.' the fourth annual Photo.Print.Media exhibit, runs through April 9 in
Playboy Centerfo ld, the
the Hokin Annex.
Decades" and "Class pictechniques in photography. Using tone) are transferred onto pieces of tures-The Class of 1967
and
1988."
three techniques learned in class: liq- the fabric, as well as laser tran, which
" Homes for Sale" has
uid light, brown print and laser Iran, is a contemporary process.
Kamrath styled the box to match that
All of the pieces in the exhibit were photographs of hundreds of
of an old penny arcade, where a coin created in the photo.print.media lab, homes from various cities,
wou ld be deposited and the handle "Columbia 's best kept secret," blended together to form a
photo that is a conglomerate
would be turned to produce an image. Friedrich said.
Using still brown print images
"A lot of [the art) came from of color.
Salavon
took
every
within the box, Kamrath used his Printmaking I, an introductory course.
dreams for inspiration, "When I'tn Because it is taught well and the stu- Playboy Centerfold from
dreaming and it's going bad, or not to dents are hard working, a lot of pro- each decade, starting in the
my liking, I will start over and go fession works came out of it," 1960s all the way to the
1990s, to form a blurry comthrough [the dream) again until it Zimmer said.
comes out for the benefit or good of
Both Zimmer and Raymer hope to posite of a representative
model
for that year. As the
myself."
have another opportunity to curate an
The final artwork seems to bring art exhibit in the future. " 19th century years progress, the models
the exhibit full circle. " Grandma," by art holds a place in my heart," Zimmer become thinner and have
lighter-toned skin.
Nicole Ferorow, uses a cloak to said.
"The Class of 1967 and
"bridge the gap between I 9th century
'primordial i ' runs through April 9.
and 20th century processes," Raymer For more information on the free 1988" is an ingenious idea
in
which Salavon digitally
said. Cyanotype and vandyke type exhibit, call the Holcin Center at (3 12)
mixes all hi s mother's gradimages (which produce a rich brown- 344-7696.

uating Class yearbook pic- exhibit, sai d the "Midwest
tures to form a single photo- Photographers Project" is an
graph of a male and fem ale ongoing series, showcasing
student. He repeated the six to eight artists each year
same process for his gradu- that helps up-and-coming
ating class of 1988.
photographers from the
The photographs of the Midwest build up their
male and fema le students repertoire by loaning their
are abstract. The outcome of prints to museums for disthe photographs is uncanny. play.
Though Salavon's graduatThe reception for both
ing class has darker skin and exhibits will take place
hair tones because of a more Thursday, March 27 from 5
ethnicall y di verse student to 7 p.m. Berger will speak
body, the students attire and at 6 p.m. and hold a more inposes are similar to that of depth discussion and tour
the class of 1967.
Friday, March 28 at noon.
Salavon wi ll discuss his The MOCP. 600 S. Michigan
is open Mondays
projects and experimental Ave.
uses with digital imaging on throug h Fridays from 10
April 10 at 6 p.m in the a.m. to 5 p.m., Thursdays
Museum of Contemporary from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m: and
Saturdays from noon to 5
Photography.
Karen Irvine, associate p.m.
curator for the Salavon

Photo courtesy of the Museum of Contemporary Photography

Paul Berger's 'Printout #E4: Spider Code, 1985' is an early
example of digital imaging used an as art form.

Our 104th

Year

Third Generation - Same Fam ily Ownership
312-:427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427- 1898
www .central - camera .com- email: sales@central-camera.com
We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help You! We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

NEED GEAR?
Want To Save Money?
We Participate In Student I Faculty Photographic
Equipment Purchase Plans From:
Bogen (Includes Bogen, Metz, Gitzo, Gossen, elinchrom, Lastolite, Avenger & Rototrim Products)
Contax
Hasselblad
Mamiya (Includes Mamiya, Sekonic, Cabin, Tenba, Toyo-View. & PocketWizard Products)
Pentax Professional Products
Ask For Details
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INVIIE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPEGAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

Monday, March 31st • Loews Cineplex 600 N. Michigan Cinemas
PICK UP YOUR COMPUMENTAIY PASS AT: Big Mouth Open Mic Afterhoun Series Celebrating W.A.A.M: Women Are Aweso11t Month
THURSDA'( MARCH 27, 2003
Open Mic Sign-Up from 6:00pm - 6:30p111
Open Mic from 6:30pm - 8:30pm
9:00pm Feature Ptrfomances by: •&ig Smith" & •Bitch Ani11cll•
Holdn Annex- 623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor • For 1110re lifo: 312-344-7188
Tltls fil111 Is rated •a." Aparent or legal guardian 111ust accompany children uncltr the ar of 17. Aphoto ID will be ntetSSGry tor ad1111ttance.
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Not a new VIeW
By K. Ryann

Zal

ewskl

A&E Editor
View from the ·Top takes another spin on a classic
story: Small-town girl chases after her big dream.
Gwyneth Paltrow plays Donna Jensen (said smalltown girl) who dreams of leaving Silver Springs,
Nev. Her initial plans to run off with her high
school sweetheart fall through when he decides to
leave town with another girl. Depressed and lonely,
Donna finds her passion in the memoirs of flight
attendant Sally Weston (Candice Bergen).
She begins her journey at Sierra Airlines, a tacky
airline with very short routes. Sierra's mono is "Big
hair, short skins and service with a smile." Through
her new friend and fellow Sierra flight attendant
Sherry (Kelly Preston of Jerry Maguire), Donna
meets Ted Stewan (Mark Ruffalo of You Can Count
on Me), an ambitious hunk who dropped out of Ohio
State law school one semester early to chase after
his own dreams.
Dreaming beyond Sierra, Donna finds her way to
Royalty Airlines' flight attendant trainee school
accompanied by her best friend Christine (Christina
Applegate). When she gets the chance to move onto
bigger and better fl ights, Donna must choose
between her dream career and her boyfriend. ·
Casting director Marci Liroff made an unusual
choice casting Paltrow as Donna. In the beginning
of the film, it was hard connecting Paltrow with her
trailer-trash character (espec ially hard to swal low
were her high school scenes, which luckily were
few). The role of Donna seemed much more in line
with Drew Barrymore's style-think of her role in
Riding in Cars with Boys. While Paltrow's acting
ability has been proven by her perfonnances in The

'

Royal Tenenbaums and Shakespeare in Love, for
which she won a Best Actress Oscar, her refined
beauty and natural grace make her seem an unlikely
choice to play Donna.
But Paltrow proved to have been an excellent
choice. She was able to play Donna as a vulnerable,
wann and caring woman instead of the stereotypical na:ive small-town girl. Paltrow's portrayal of
Donna made the character someone the audience
could easily fall in love with and root for in the end.
Perhaps this shouldn't have come as such a surprise--Paltrow made the horrible Shallow Hal
almost bearable.
Bergen and Mike Myers, who played Royalty
flight instructor John Whitney, provided the
comedic backbone of View from the Top. Too bad
their scenes were so few and far between.
The funniest scenes in the movie were cut. During
the end credits there were the typical bloopers and
deleted scenes, most of which were actually funnier
than anything in the film. While these scenes were
most likely cut because of length, they should have
been left in even if they did nothing to further the plot.
View from the Top, which opened in theaters on
March 21, is not a groundbreaking or highly original fi lm , but the work of Paltrow, Bergen and
Myers make for an enjoyable couple of hours.

~ (Three out of
four stars.)
Run Time: 87 Minutes
Rated: PG-13
Featuring: Gwyneth Paltrow, Christina Applegate,
Mll\e Myers and Mark Ruffalo
Director: Bruno Barreto
View from the Top

L!:J
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Second choice
proves first-rate
Q

'Willard' star discusses emotional
performance, rats and ratings
By Pollna Goldshteln

Contributing Writer
"Frankly, actors are much more
likely to blow the scene than the
rats are," said Crispin Glover of
his co-stars in the new horror
movie Willard. Based on the book
Ratmans Notebooks by Stephen
Gilbert and the 1971 screenplay,
the movie presents a disturbing
psychological
glimpse
into
Willard's life, relationships with
other people and the rats that live
in the basement of his family
home.
Willard doesn't have any
friends. l-Ie has to take care of his
old, demonic mother, and his boss
hum iliates him everyday. The
only creatures that listen to him,
or who he has any authority over
are the numerous rats in the basement. They become tools for
revenge in any situations he cannot handle himself, or against the
people who have repeatedly put
him down.
In
a
recent
mterview,
director/ producer Glen Morgan,
producer James Wong, and actors
Crispin Glover (Willard) and R.
Lee Enney (Willard's boss Frank
Martin) explained what it was like
working with the rats, and pul ling
off difficult and intense scenes.
"The role was very emotional
and teary, and I had to be in that
state of mind for about a month
and a half. I wasn't sure if l wi ll
be able to get to that point, but I
told Glen [Morgan] and Jim
[Wong] that I would rather have
little emotion that is true, than lots
of fake . emotion," G lover
expla ined.
Errney echoed Glover 's words .
He said working with Glover was
a great experience. " Whe n we
were shooting and l looked into
his eyes, Crispi n was not there,
Willard was. Some scenes were
very intense, if I can't see
Willard, if l see someone standing
there, try ing to act, it makes it
much more difficult for me to rise
to the occasion. For me to be able
to pull from the other actor is very
important," Ermey said.

Glover agreed that "hat the
actor ultimately wants to do is to
be ··in the moment"" and make that
scene a reality. And it is diflicult
and distracting if other actors arc
not into the scene.
''About 90 percent of the actors
are acting like there is a character
in them and I have worked with
some great actors. Only a handful
have really fooled me," Enney
said. "And Crispin is one of
them."
· Morgan and Wong said they
thought the hardest pan would be
working with the rats. Trainers
would bring them to the shoot in
cardboard boxes and let them go.
The shooting had to be done right
away, before the rats spread
around or fonned uneven tight
groups. Every rat would be
trained to do just one trick- crawl
up an ann, sit on a shou lder or
climb up the bed. Morgan wanted
to show the subtle side of the rats,
using 150 frames per second just
to slow down their fast-paced
motions.
In the film, there were 550 real
rats, combined with computer
generated and animatronic rats,
for a total cost of $800,000 for
about 15 seconds of film .
Willard, which opened March
14, was first rated R and then was
changed to PG-13. Morgan said
that there is a trend now, started
with The Sixth Sense and The
Ring, to rate horror movies PG- 13
so older kids are not excluded.
"Some great, violent scenes had
to be left out to maintain the ratings," Wong said.
According to Morgan and
Wong, the ro le of Wi llard was
originally written for a frie nd who
worked with them on prev io us
projects like the T V series "The
X-Fi les" and "Mi llennium."
Glover was their second choice.
"One of the agents said that if
Crispin was in it, he would go and
see it 75 times. We knew we had
to get him," Wong said . " People
in town were telling us not to get
Crispin, because he is crazy and
we would never get the movie
done, but we cl icked right away."

Darren '-ichaels/Miramax

Gwyneth Paltrow and Mark Ruffalo star in 'View from the Top' which opened In theaters March 21.
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Stella Mesquita, working mother of two
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Weekly Horoscope (March 24- 30)

Leos need rest; Aqu.arians need patience
resolved. Stay focused and respond
quickly to all subtle comments. Many
Cancerians will gain confidence concerning social or romantic disappointAries (March 21-April 20)
ments. Listen for others to offer fresh
New workplace ideas or a fresh ideas or revised group options. After
approach to old business problems may Thursday, a new era of honest commuarise without warning. Watch for break- nication begins. Refuse to repeat outdatthroughs involving large corporations, ed emotional patterns.
special applications or the allotment of
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Career negotiations work in your
funds. By midweek co-workers or customers may be easily confused by small favor this week. Business optimism is
financ ial details or new instructions. high and others will listen to your proRemain alert and offer clear descrip- posals and insights. This is an excellent
tions. Thursday through Saturday, new time to present new strategies to manfriends provide dist.ractions. Plan unique agers or ask for special favors from
events: You won't be disappointed.
authority figures. After 1'hursday, watch
Taurus (Apr il 21-May 20)
for a sharp in~rease in financial and
Business requirements or workplace business messages. Canceled debts,
rules may change without warning. revised contracts or dramatic schedule
Expect co-workers and authority figures changes may be accented. A complex
to find controversial solutions to ongo- and demanding few days. Get extra rest,
ing problems. After Wednesday, friends if possible.
and lovers may ask probing questions or
Virgo (Aug. 23-8ept. 22)
plan last-minute social events. Before
Wisdom and diplomacy play key roles
next week, emotions will be unpre- in relationships this week. After middictable. Watch for minor dramat ics and week, loved ones rely on your advice
sudden social demands from loved ones. concerning recent family di sagreements
Remain dedicated to established rules or romantic power struggles. Subtle
and habits. All is welL
changes in intimate relationships may
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
trigger an important decision. Watch for
Early this week, be on the lookout for lovers or close relatives to express the ir
sudden flashes of wisdom concerning deepest feelings, desires and regrets.
complex social triangles or family deci- React with an honest evaluation of
sions. Over the past few weeks, many recent social events. Your insights and
Geminis have seriously evaluated the suggestions will be quickly accepted.
rel iability of long-term relationships.
Libra (Sept. 23- 0ct. 23)
Now clarity arrives. Expect key social
Before midweek, colleagues and key
and romantic promises to become emo- officials may request substantial
tionally satisfying and solidly defined. changes to workplace policy. Realize
After Friday, probe loved ones for per- that proposed revisions are based on
manent commitments and vital deci- emotional needs rather than practical
sions. Your judgments are accurate.
goals. Moody or confrontational coCancer (June 22- J uly 22)
workers are passionately motivated, but
This week, romantic optimism and a harmless. After Thursday, avoid finanfresh approach to family problems are cial decisions, money promises and
highlighted. Early Tuesday, · power excess spending. Wasted resources and
struggles in the home are easily new debt may demand careful planning.

By Lasha Seniuk
Tribune News Service

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Business relationships are difficult to
negotiate this week. After Tuesday, colleagues and key· officials wi ll boldly
defend their ideas and territory. Early
Wednesday, watch for new financial
information or a proposal for shared
resources. Although all is positive, enter
into new agreements cautiously. Over
the coming feY{ months, romantic and
career partnerships will be unpredictable. Later this week, a new attraction may trigger unexpe.cted tensions.
Go slow.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 20)
Friendships and light romance will
bring new social contacts this week.
Key events may include quickly planned
celebrations, travel, group events or
shared interests. Some Sagittarians may
also encounter an unexpected proposal
from the relatives of a friend or lover.
Remain open to creative suggestions.
After Wednesday,- concentrate on small
workplace detai ls and new duties. Fresh
business projects and new applications
will bring solid rewards.
Capricor n (Dec. 21-Jan. 20)
Early this week, study subtle comments for clues to hidden emotions or
interpersonal triangles. Over the next
six days, key social differences may
involve group complications or unfinished business from the past. After
Wednesday, romantic jealousy may also
play a role in social tension. Avoid acting as mediator or counselor. Before
next week, friends and lovers will opt
for passionate competition over shared
understanding.
Remain
quietly
detached, if possible.
Aquarius (J an. 21- Feb. 19)
An important friendship or love affair
may take on· new emotional consequences this week. Over the next five
days, expect friends or romantic partners
to initiate serious discussions concerning past group events. Some Aquarians

may be surprised to discover previously
hidden romantic information or social
circumstances. Realize that loved ones
are reacting to complex emotions and
private family pressures. Be patient. By
early next week all reverts to normaL
Pisces (Feb: 20-March 20)
Over the next few days, a unique
workplace event or new project may
cause excitement. Co-workers and bosses may be asked to backtrack, initiate
business negotiations or revisit old circumstances. If so, be prepared for a
three- to four-month period of intense
workplace changes and revised job roles.
After Thursday, watch also for lovers
and close friends to be distracted by
fresh activities, hobbies or social contacts. Respond quickly to controversial
proposals.
If you r birthday is this week :..
Loved ones will ask for stronger emotional commitments and revised home
rules before the end of ApriL In the coming weeks, long-term relationships need
to either become more serious or begin
to fade. Friends, relatives and trusted
colleagues will offer valuable advice.
Remain open to creative proposals. After
mid-June, an intense five months of
employment revision and financial
change begins. Watch for key officials to
announce unique schedules and group
assignments. Team projects will provide
positive routes to career advancement.
Stay .focused and study subtle workplace
politics for meaningful clues.
Read a nythinq lately?
( beside s
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How Can
We Improve .
Columbia?
Come Share Your Ideas!
..
'

SGA SPEAK OUTSI .
March 25, 2003
4:30PM
623 S. Wabash
FREE FOOD! FREE FOOD!
March 26, 2003
12:00.PM
1104 S. Wabash
FREE FOOD! FRE-E FOOD!
Sponsored by
Student Government Association
'(One Voice Working For You "
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NEW COLUMBIA COLLEGE
PAYMENT .O PTIONS
Beginning wtth the 2003 • 2004 academic
y11ar, Columbia College ChiCago wiD offer
two options for ,.ytng tliltfbn, ,... and
room opens... O,U011 f .. to pay an
College chars•• In full by making payment
In full to Columbia Colle. . priOr to the end
of ttt. first w..k of scheduled claues for
the term. Option 2 Ia to participate In the
Academic Management Service (AMS)
TuHionPay Monthly Plen. Students Who do
not chooH option 1, payment In fUll made
to Columbia College prior to the end of the
first week of achedulecll cla. . .a for the
term, must complete a 'Pil'Jiftent pian contract wHh AMS. Students who plan. on
enrolling for the fall 2003 term must
choose between option 1 and option 2 In
order to register for c~asse-.
Special note: Student planning oli living In
the Re•ldence CentfW mu•t either pay
their Re•ldence C.ntfH' chili'fle• In full or
complete an AMS TultlonPay contntct no
later than June 151 2003.

TuitionPay Monthly Plan, an Interest free tuition
Installment payment plan. Columbia's contract with
AMS begins with the faA semester of 2003. This plan
sets up an interest free instaUment payment agreement between students and AMS. Each Tuitionf'ay
Plan contract has a $55.00 enrollment fee. A lower
fee is charged for single term contracts. Students
who plan on residing in the Columbia College
Residence Center must comply with payment
requirements stated within their housing contract.
Financial aid for which a ~ establishes eftgibility and for which funds are available can be factored
into a TuitionPay Plan. If you enter into an AMS
TuitlonPay Plan that requires three payments be
made prior to the first day of classes for the Fall term
and you already have registered for classes for the
Fall term. and you do not make two of those paymenta, your fall registration wift be voided.
The Tuition Pay Plan ha• the ~ng
options In terms of the leftOth of paymtlftt

plans:
Fall/Spring Plana 2003 • 200C
(full academic year)

Option 1
If a student pays his/her total charges for a term of
enrollment to Columbia College no later than the end
of the first week of scheduled classes for that term,
he/she will be awarded an Enrollment Incentive
Award for the next term. A student, who earns an
award during the fall term and enrolls for classes in
spring of the same academic year, will receive the
award during the spring term. A student, who earns
the award during the spring term and enrolls in the
summer session of the same academic year, will
receive the award for the summer term. Students
cannot earn an Enrollment Incentive Award for the
summer term. A student who earns an award for the
spring term and does not attend in the summer, but
attends the follOWing fall term will receive the award
that fall. The award will not carry forward beyond the
fall term of the next academic year.
The Enrollment Incentive Award will be a set percentage of tuition (not tees) and, if appropriate, room
charges assessed the student for the current term.
The Enrollment Incentive Award percentage for
the 2003 -2004 academic year is 5%. If a student
who is otherwise eligible for an Enrollment
Incentive Awa~ reduces his/her charges for the
term by reducing credit hours, the Enrollment
Incentive Award will be calculated on the reduced
charges. If a student increases his/her charges during the published add/drop period, the award will be
calculated on the increased charges provided the
increased charges are paid in full. The Enrollment
tnc•ntlve Award will be automatically applied to eligible student accounts. Any ·charges owed the
College from a previous term will not be included in
the calculation of the award.
A student who graduates at the end of a term for
which he/she has earned an Enrollment Incentive
Award will receive a check from the College equal to
the appropriate amount of the award. These checks
will be mailed after the term ends, and graduation
has been verified. No exception can be made to this
policy.
Payment of charges either in full or in part with financial aid (Including loans and excluding federal work
study) is an approved method of payment for option
1.The student or bill payer accepts the full responsibility for completing the Columbia College financial
aid prooesa and establiahlng eligibility for which
Columbia College Chicago receives aid funds prior
to the end of the first week of classes for the term.
Thete can be no exceptlons to this policy.
~

2

~

eolteoe Chicllgo hal contracted with
~ M~ S.tv1cel (AMS) to offer the

A ten-payment plan with the first payment
due June 15
A nine-payment plan with the first payment
due July 15
An eight-payment plan with the first payment
due August 15
All plans beginning in June, July, or August have a
final payment due date of Match 15, 2004
A student who misses two C00$8Cutive or nonconsecutive TuitionPian payments in any payment plan
will have his/her student account returned to
Columbia College and payment is due immediately.
future registration depends on a zero ~?&lance.
Fall 2003 Term Only and Spring 2004
Term Only Plana

and payment in full to Columbia College must be
made prior to any future registration period.
Payment accounts returned to the College
from AMS due to missed payments will have a 5%
late payment fee assessed by Columbia College on
the unpaid balance. tr payment is not made in fUU by
the end of the term, the account will be sent to a collection agency, and the student will not be permitted
to register until the account is paid in full.
Fr equently asked questions and

answe~

How long has AMS been In the educational finance
bl.l8iness, and hoW big is the company?
AMS is the largest tuition payment management
company in the country and has been in business for
thirty years.
How dO I enroll with AMS?
You will receive enrollment material in the mail from
AMS. You may complete that form and include it
along with your AMS enrollment fee payment. follow
directions in your AMS enrollment material. You may
enroll at Columbia College registration where an
AMS representative will be present. AMS enrollmenta can also be processed online at
•
www.tuitionpay.corn.
What If there is a mistake on my statement?
A TuitlonPay consultant will work with you. Call 800556-6684
What If I miss my AMS monthly payment deedllne?
late fees are assessed by AMS.
To whOm do I make AMS TuitlonPay Plan payments?
Fleet·Banl<'P.O. Box 97001&-Boston; M881aohusett.
02297. Do not make AMS TuitionPay paymentS to
Columbia College.
~J

Why will my checks be made payable to Fleet BBIJ.f'!
Your check Is deposited to a TrustAccount.admfhlslert\d by Fleet Bank for AMS; funds are then forwarded to Columbia College on a predetermined
schedule.

Single term only payment plans may be arranged
with AMS. If you do not make two consecutive or
nonconsecutive payments your account will be
returned to Columbia College and payment Is due
immediately, your account balance must be zero • Can I make payments to AMS U$lng my credit card?
before you can participate in registration for a Mure Yes; you can use your credit card to pay your AMS
enrollment fee,, and to make your scheduled payterm.
menta. You will be charged a teleprocessing fee for
using a crecfft card based on the amount of your payJoining AMS Late
ment.
•
A student may participate in an AMS Payment Plan
that has a.lready begun {scheduled payments Can I use automatic .deposits to make fJIY pay..
•
j<
already begun) by making necessary "catch up' pay- ments?
menta. If a student needs help in determining the Yes, If you set it up withAMS.
amount currently due, helsha can call an AMS
What if there are changes in the amount I owe
TuitiOj'IPay consultant at 800-635-0102.
Columbia College?
Columbia College will communicate with AMS in an
Summer 2004 Term Only
ongoing fashion regarding changes in student
No AMS contract is offered for the summer term. All accounts and financial aid. Appropriate verified
summer term charges (tuition, fees, housing) must adjustments will be made. Students may also contact AMS to make necessary adjustmen1s at 800be paid in full no lafer than August 13, 2004.
556~. TuitionPay representatives are available
Monday · Friday 8:00am- 10:00 pm and Saturdays
Registration Requirements
9:00 am - 3 pm eastern standard time. Students are
As long as a student with an AMS contract is up to responsible for the accuracy of their TuitionPay Plan
date with his/her AMS payment plan payments and for meeting all College payment requirements
he/she can participate in early or regular registration and deadlines
at Columbia College for a future term. Any student
not participating in an AMS payment plan must have How can AMS offer insurance at no extre cost?
a zero balance to participate in early or regular reg- Due to the large volume of AMS, it cen offer, at no
istration. There can be no exceptions to these extra cost, Insurance coverage that covers 1he bill
payer for any outstanding balance owed Columbia
requirements.
upon the death of the bill payer.
St udent Accounts Returned From AMS t o
Columbia for Ml . . .d Payments
More Information wlllbecom• available fn
theneartutunt.
Studenta who mis1 two TultlonPayrnent Plan pay·
menta (conteeutlve or non-eonsecutlve) will have
their payment account returned to Columbia College
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Clash
4 Suppor1
8 Like many
European
languages
14 A Gabor
15 Actress
Lanches1er
16 New York prison
17 G-man
18 Aircraft carriers'
runways
20 Stew
22 Use Indigo
23 Lunch-counter
perch
24 Japanese
mercenary
28 Slumber
32 Rambled
35 Army pos1
38 · _ Doubtlire·
39 Play some more!
40 Actor Baldwin
4 t Large shrimp
43 Door feature
44 Language of
Mogadishu
46 Ring of flowers
47 Nuisance
48 MOre incisive
49 Central city of
Islam
51 Pricey
53 Nigerian city
57 Butter11y snare
59 "Magic
Moments"
composer
63 Makes secure
beyond need
67 Animal coat
68 Italian city
69 Harvest
70 Viral infection
71 Agreement
72 Pointed tools
73 Weep
DOWN
1 Gordon and
Goldblum
2 Prevent
3 Part of RCA
4 Come to pass
5 Pipe bends
6 Fire-sale phrase
7 Current fashion

35

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$.
Grouo pjscounts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \
yard and close to schools and church. $575 we run credit check-no
section 8. 773-255-3458

8
9
10
11

Fri. follower
Inc. in the U.K.
Had lunch

Solutions

WoRocco

n

Farinola's stag"

name

12
13
19
21
25
26
27

29
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
42
45
SO

Gooey
Instance
Barnyard layer
Trigonometric
function
Promoting
peace
Negative prefix
Carson's
predecessor
Dominion
Make a blunder
Biblical song
Love god
Obligation
Soak up rays
Burn balm
Academic
divisions
IUy·biUy
Director Spike
Holds tighUy
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Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in
fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants,and hotels. Full and Part
time hours. 847-670-0871
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52 Network of
"Nature"
54 Fishing poles
55 Eye: pref.
56 Decorative plant
57 _ Scotia
58 Nights before

60
61
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64
65
66
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Experienced professional secretary available for typing, proof
reading, re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell ) or
email: janisbiz@yahoo.com.
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn
around. (References available)

l "
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3 "
II 3

Oak Park Vintage Garden Condo. Hardwood Floors, a lot of
space, abundant sunlight, appliances included. 2 blocks from "L"
Stop. 1046 W. Washington , Oak Park, OPEN HOUSE SAT&SUN
through March from 1-6 p.m. $110,000

v r

Saintly glow
Driver's team
Get better
Agile deer
Lodging house
Rebellion leader

Turner

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD TODAY! ONLY 25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL
312-344-7432 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

Faith Productions seeks male dancers for gospel musical play.
Pay included. Call Faith Diggs 312-666-0892
Are you building your dream or someone else's? Own your
own business. No inventory, no telemarketing. Mentoring/training
provided. We're looking for key business minded individuals
to partner with . Are you willing to work harder for yourself then
for someone else. Change your family tree. 404-218-7714.
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, W/D
in unit, indoor parking, fireplace, granite counters, balcony,
Jacuzzi tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098
Telemarketing - Salary + Comm. Flexible hours/days. 27 -yearold Bridgeport Company needs people to market our
product nationwide. 919 w. 38th st. Call 773-650-1700 ET 102
DePaul Area - 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath A/C no pets. Immediate or
May 1 occupancy. Laundry Room on site $1545
Linda 630-574-8124

......
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and NOT
just online

Amsterdam ... $308
Paris .... .. ...... $303
Brussels .. .. .. .. $294
Rome .. .. .. .. .... $312

Fare Is roundtrip from Chlc.go. Subject to change and avallabllfty. Tax not
inclu~ed. Reatrictiona and bl.ckouta apply.

EGG DONORS
NEEDED
Give the gift of life t o an infertile cou ple .
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals !

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• Colle ge e ducated prefe rre d
• Betwe e n t h e ages of 2 0-3 0
• Completely anony m o u s

847.656.8733
'

•• •

For More lnf orm ol1 on

•

~-

•

1 ,,

cma•l 1 n~orn cqq41 1 co m
The Cen t er for Egg Op t• o n !. l l l .r,o•:.
www cgg41 1 co m

LL C

Unde rg ro l!n.~chif~f~nt
this week's specials:

Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

Individual Four Cheese Vegetable Pizza $4.00
Chicken Broccoli Salad with romaine in a pita bread served.
with pot ato chips $3.75
Pasta with Tomato Basil Sauce

mozzarella bread stick

$3.75

Monday - Turkey Green Chili, Tuesday - Cheddar Broccoli,
Wednesday - Chicken Noodle, Thursday - Cream of Artichoke
have Fri ed Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and Black Bean Burgers eve

"
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Mixology 101: Students who actually major in drinking
0 Bartending school
gets aspiring cocktailmakers' juice-s flowing
By Doris Dadayan
Copy Editor
It's really quite similar to any other school
around.
The instructor is le~;turing on how to make
Prairie Fires, Atom Bombs and Kamikazes,
and the students have already made some
Liquid <;ocaine and a few Urine Samples. A
Bloody Mary was spotted sitting beside
some Deaths in the Afternoon. And after the
break, the class will practice their moves for

some unforgettable Sex on the Beach.
Welcome to the Professional Bartenders
School, located at 634 S. Wabash Ave., Suite
200, where the only major offered \s bartending, and the lessons consist i:>fhow alcohol has changed the face of history.
Historical facts about beer, wine, distilled
spirits and liquors-along with founding
forefathers Jack Daniel, €aptain Morgan,
Brandy Alexander and Rob Roy-are just a
few of the topics that'll be covered in this
three-week class with a twist.
Established in 1951 , the school has been at
its current address for five months after moving from its previous location ·at 529 S.
Wabash Ave.
"It Was just time to move. The building
wasn't acceptable anymore ... for classes,"
said Diane Dodd, owner of the school and a

Heather Morrison/Chronicle

Jirada Potthul, a student bartender at Professional Bartenders School, surveys the work
ahead of her.

fonner bartender with 16 _years of experience.
The 60-hour bartending course consists of
learning the many different aspects of the
business. According to the school's infonnation guide, students are trained by actually
working behind the bar, while getting onthe-job experience.
Being presentable in order to get a job,
how to keep the job and how to build relationships with clientele are continually
stressed throughout the course.
According to Dodd, there are four instructors in the school, all certified by the !llinois
Board of Education.
"They all have about IS years of experience, some have even more," said a spokeswoman for the school.
With an average of 24 students per class
ranging in age from mid-20s to early 30s, the
classroom is set up to look like a typical bar
or tavern. Instead of desks, students sit on
barstools behind the stocked bar and use real
equipment such as cash registers, sinks,
glasses, blenders, and real liquor bottles
(which have liquids made to look like different colors of liquors).
"We simulate the actual colors of the
liquors. We measure out the ingredients
accordingly; it would just be too expensive
to use real alcohol," the school's spokeswoman said.
Mixology (the study of mixing drinks
with style), presentation and etiquette, cash
handling and job search strategies are just
some of the subjects that are covered in
class, according to the school's website.
Students are taught how to make more
than 300 drinks and are introduced to the
nine major categories of drinks including
coffee drinks, martinis, wine and fruity
drinks that are offered in bars and restaurants. After completing the course, students
will be able to make 65 of the most commonly ordered drinks.
A student of the school, Mark Zalewski, a
29-year-old infonnation technology special-

ist, said that although the classes are fun and
are a great opportunity for networking, it's
not a place to come and mess around.
"The whole concept is easy enough, but
there's a lot of memorization involved.. .It's
a lot more difficult than you think it'd be.
But it's a portable trade; something to do on
the side, like if you're just s[ck and tired of
the corporate world, as I am," he said.
The Professional Bartenders School has
job placement assistance for graduates with
contacts to various establishments such as
bars, restaurants, casinos, and catering services. They offer a job line that is accessible
24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week that-provides
access to infonnation about available jobs.
Bartending is an art that goes beyond just
knowing how to mix drinks. A good bartender knows how to make people feel
appreciated by offering anecdotes, solutions,
philosophies, and jokes.
And depending on how well you present
yourself to the customers, according to the
school's spokeswoman there is an earning
potential of $200 to $1,000 a night.
"Bartending is just one of those jobs that
people, historically, have always looked up
to and said 'wow, that's a cool job,' Zalewski
said. " It's a large amount of money in a short
amount of time ... you can use it to finance
some other goals. The $ 1,000 is worth it. In
the end, you' ll get back so much more."
The Professional Bartenders School offers
c lasses Monday - Friday from 9 am, - I
p.m., from I :30 p.m. - 5:30p.m. and from 6
p.m. - I0 p.m.
The Chicago location offers class on
Saturday from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., and it's a sixand-a-half week course. The fee is $995.00,
which includes registration, tuitiOJ'!, a
Professional Bartenders Manual, Secrets of
Finding a Job Manual, supplies, alcohol
awareness certification, placement assistance and additional practice time for no
extra cost.

For more iriformation, please call (773)

BAR-TEND or visit www. 773bartendcom.

CAPS meeting looks to clamp down on panhandling
0
Residents also complain about others failing
to pick up after pooches
By Matlja Dujmovlc
Staff Writer
Persistent panhandling in the South
Loop was the main focus of a Chicago
Alternative ·Policing Strategies meeting on
March 18 at C hicago Police Headquarters,
1718 S. South St. The monthly CAPS
meeting for Beat 132-which includes
Columbia's campus- serves as a link
between neighbors and police officers for
addressing community issues.

Although the attendance for the meeting
'w as small, one of Columbia's security
guards, Ron Dorsey, carne to express concerns about panhandlers pressuring
Columbia students for spare change. The
hunch was that many of the panhandlers
were residents of the Pac ific Garden
Mission, 646 S. State St. The shelter
charges a nominal lodging fee, which often
spurs more panhandling on the streets.
At the beginning of the meeting-along
with an agenda and a run-down of monthly crime statistics--police officials delivered a "Disaster Preparedness for
Chicagoans" outline. The outline, provided
by the Mayor's office .and the Office of
Emergency
Management
and
Communications, detailed emergency
preparation and evacuation procedures for

the Chicago area and was delivered due to
the nearing war with Iraq.
Also of concern was the rash of pet owners who don't curb their dogs, particularly
on South Plymouth Court, one woman
said. Officer George Demas agreed. "One
time I stepped in a fresh pi le of it," he said.
Sgt. James Prah suggested that any citizen who w itnesses a "dog defecating without ail owner's proper cleanup should call
311, the city's non-emergency te lephone
number.
The CAPS system was created in April
1993, as a partnership of police, community and other city agencies to work together
in an effort to better the community.
Initially in five districts, the CAPS program began in D istrict I in I 999.
Demas said he attends all of the meet-

ings along w ith two sergeants and two officers. Each officer is from a different
watch, available to answer specific questions about the areas. Sgt. Prah and the
other officers stay on their individual
watch for at least a year to allow the community to get to know their beat officer.
The meetings commonly last two hours.
But Sgt. Prah was surprised that by 30
minutes past the hour, no one had any more
concerns, questions, or suggestions. Less
than I0 citizens attended the event-an
anomaly that, coupled with the lack of
community concerns, could mean a plus
for CAPS.
"Nonnally if there is not a lot of attendance that means [citizens] are happy with
the community,'' Demas said.- Chris

Coates contributed to this report .
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Open late hours
7 days a week
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM
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Area art shop offers high-end, affordable supplies
bought and sold a number of times,
eventually ending up in the hands of a
·small minority-owned partnership.
That partnership, the third owner, has
moved the store once, from Wabash
Avenue to Balbo Drive, where it is now
located.
By Georgia Evdoxladls
The move was "purely economical,"
Korbakes said.
Co-editor-in-chief
The space on Wabash Avenue that
Winston Churchill once said that the formerly housed Brudno, where a new
Kinko
's is set to open, was much larger.
first component of art is "audacity." The
second, arguably, is having the materi- The products did not fill the aisles and
rent was much higher.
als to put that audacity to use.
The space in the new store is· a bit
A painter may have the talent, but
tighter, but Korbakes said Brudno's
does she have the acrylics?
Mundane matters like picking can- main concern was keeping the
vases and mounting prints may seem Columbia · student discount, which
boring, but no artist would claim those remains 20 percent off, on all products.
"We needed to downsize, but we
skills are not undeniably vital parts of
wanted to give the students their dispainting.
So aspiring Columbia artists can take count," he said.
Artists can find almost anything relatcomfort in knowing there is at least one
South Loop business that deals with the ed to art at Brudno. The store carries
brushes, paint and paper-all on differmore concrete side of art.
Brudno Art Supply, 29 E. Balbo ent pricing and quality levels.
Students can find cheaper products
Drive, caters to both the confused artist
seeking help and the professional who designed to meet their needs without
breaking their banks. Professionals can
knows exactly what she wants.
The staff at Brudno has experience also find "premium" art supplies of a
with art and many are artists them- higher quality.
Additionally, the store stocks portfoselves, said manager Chris Korbakes.
They can give advice on framing or lios, canvases, frames and mountings.
mounting, !llld can even recommend the There are two staff members who spekind of paint a particular Columbia art cialize in framing.
Although about half of Brudno's
teacher likes.
And if they don 't carry an item, business is from Columbia students,
Korbakes said he would not hesitate in Korbakes said it also has a thriving
delivery business that accounts for the
ordering it specially.
K{)rbakes said that a Columbia stu- rest of its sales. Architects, graphic
dent recently came in and asked for a designers and other commercial businesses regularly call the store for prodspecial kind of photo paper.
The store didn't carry it, but the man- ucts.
"The nice thing is that we have a
ager listened and decided to make a spequick turnaround," Korbakes said. "We
cial purchase.
"We didn't have it, so I got it in stock, can work on customer service."
Tim Belknap, a former Columbia
and it's doing fairly well," Korbakes
painting student who now works at
said.
Brudno has been around since 1929, Brudno, agrees.
"We' re pretty knowledgeable, so we
when it first opened a store on North
can help if someone needs advice,"
Michigan Avenue.
Belknap
started to say. A customer
Since then, the business has been

0

Brudno Art Supply
makes another move in
its 60-year history

•

Alex Kedlef/Chronlcle

Two shoppers take advantage of the Brudno Art Supply selection to support the 'concrete' aspect of their art.
interrupted Belknap, walking up and
tapping him on the shoulder, a plaintive
look on her face.
"Will you cut a mounting board for
me?" She asked, holding up several
small paintings.
Belknap left, and within a few minutes, the sound of a buzzing saw floated
from the rear of the store.
Chad Wynes, 23, started working at
Brudno about six months ago and has
already found a way to be artistic at the
store.
Wynes works as a graphic designer
and has created several signs for
Brudno. He is also designing an ad for
Echo, the Columbia student magazine.
"(Columbia students] are cooi. .. They
do need help, but less so than the general public," said Wynes.
He said he started, like many Brudno
employees, as an art major. He "floated

into graphic design," he said, after a
move to Chicago.
" I kind of got lucky," Wynes said of
finding the job at Brudno.
He commutes to the South Loop, like
the other employees, including
Korbakes and Belknap.
"We're spread out," Belknap said.
Korbakes said that Brudno has tried
to cater to Columbia students.
They see their mission in the community as helping artists and professionals
in artistic fields. They serve a variety of
clients and .try to find. a meeting place
between those who are on budgets and
those who want top-quality products.
"We're not · the cheapest on the
street," Korbakes said, "But we ' re not
the most expensive. We're not a chain,
just a small, independent store."
Perhaps the artist with audacity finds
this the perfect place to get started.

Coming to a subway train near you: cell phones
working with police and fire personnel, ,:'I'd rather have the chance to commuto have additional communication nicate in an emergency."
sources," she continued. "We follow a
Kenya Williams, an early childhood
philosophy of having a redundant com- education major, agrees that, as far as
munication system, which means safety is concerned,.the infrastructure is
you've got more tlian one way of com- a positive step.
By Chris Papateodoru
municating in case of [an emergency]."
"I think it's a good idea, because I
The CTA recently signed an $11.2 miss a lot of calls," she said. "What if
Staff Writer
million contract with Aldridge Electric it's an emergency and you have no servInc., which Zieg[J:r said will pay for the ice?"
As much as it may annoy some peoWilliams said hearing phone converdesign of the system, as well as its
ple to hear others yapping away on cell
sations on the train doesn't bother her
installation, testing and maintenance.
phones while riding Chicago Transit
The project will begin this spring and in the least.
Authority trains, it's about to get noisiis expected to take·about 18 months to
But, for some, giving people even
er.
more opportunities to talk on their
complete.
The subway- a dead zone for wireCTA officials said they do not expect phones ·may not be the best idea.
less communication devices like pagers
"I don't like cell · phones to begin
service interruptions during installation.
with," said Emily Larson, photography
"Most of the work that we do, we do major.
during off-peak service hours and on
And, while Larson said she underweekends," Ziegler said.
stands ·an individual has a right to talk
After the infrastructure is in place, wherever he or she chooses, she's s!ill
she said the next phase is to begin solic- against the CTA's wireless plan.
iting wireless service providers.
"I see [cell phones] too many times
• According to police, a bomb threat
I0 in the 500 block of South State
"We had previously enlisted the wire- used for recreation," she said.
was called in to the Pacific Garden
Street. Police reported it at 3:50 p.m.
less providers to invest in [the infra"It's kind of obnoxious," said James
Mission, 646 S. State St., on March 8 at • Criminal trespass was reported at
structure]," Ziegler said. "There was Moebus, a graphic design major, about
4:44p.m.
interest in it, but no individual company loud cell phone conversations on the
Harold Washington Library, 400 S.
actually could commit to the invest- train. "But what can you do?"
• A truck was stolen on March 10 on
State St., at 9:28 p.m. on Match 6.
ment."
"People talking on their cell phones
West 15th Street. Police reported the
eon.March 8, police reported simple
That's why the CTA decided to fund is an issue that we all deal with,"
crime at 2 a.m.
battery in the 600 block of South State
the project itself.
Ziegler said.
Street at 9: 10 a.m.
• A bU8lness office in the 600 block of
Once the infrastructure is in place,
But she added that it's up to individSouth Plymouth Court was burglarized
individual wireless service providers uals to be discreet with the1r use of cell
• Criminal damage to property was
will have to pay to connect to the sys- phones.
on March 8 at 7:55 p.m.
reported i.n the 600 block of South
tem if they want their customers to have
"It bothers me when [people] talk
•Police reported theft of more than
Plymouth Court on March 8 at 4 p.m.
reception In the tunnels.
really loud and everyone can hear their
$300 in the 5Q!) block of South
So, how do CTA riders fee l about the conversations," said Mirealle Ruiz, a
Compiled by Lisa Balde through data impending extra chatter in the subway? marketing major.
Michipn Avenue on March 8 at 7:32
a.m. A eimllar theft occurred on March provided by the Chicago Pollee
"In case of an emergency, I think it
"It could possibly increase the noise
Department.
.
would be good to have that ability," level," she said. "But nobody said it
' - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' said Victor Rodriguez, a film mejor. was supposed to be quiet on the CTA.

0

CTA signs contract to
allow underground cell
phone access

and cell phones-will soon allow for
reception as clear as an open field,
according to CTA officials.
The CTA is installing a "state-of-theart wireless telecommunications system," said CTA spokeswoman Robyn
Ziegler.
That means that riders will be able to
talk on their cell phones in the subway,
an area in which getting a signal is now
impossible.
"We think that having enhanced communications in the s ubway system
enhances safety for our customers, and
convenience, as we ll," Z iegler said.
" [The infrastructure] also helps our
emergency communication system ,
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Jones candidates say Mission should move
0 South Loop high school officials question last of candidates
for principal spot
By Dana Jay
Contributing Writer
Nearly 15~ people gathered in the Jones College
Prep. cafeteroa on March 13 to meet the final two
cand1dates for the job of principal of the school.
After rev1ewong the surveys completed by students, pare':lts, fac u~ty and community members,
and fo llowong spec1fic selection guidelines the
LSC narrowed the field to Don Fraynd and 'Alan
Mather.
Candidates spoke directly to concerns of the
communoty and answered questions submitted by
students, parents, faculty, and community members.
. Both candid~tes expressed visions for Jones that
mcluded ensurong the school was a source of pride
for the community.
In response t?. a questio n about encouraging
South Loop fam1hes to send their ninth graders to
!ones, both ~andidates said that a gym would be
mstrumental on building school spirit and attracting
new students.
!"fa~her, an~ .F~aynd. said they agreed that the
pro':l~1pa l s VIS I~ II~ty on the neighborhood might
fac1htate the bu! ldong of a school gym in the space
currently occup1ed by the Pacific Garden Mission
"The principal needs to get into t~ community
and develop a re lationship," Mather said.
"There is a political piece to the gym situation.
Someone from Jones needs to help move the mission," Fraynd said. "The gym is a necessity and

we'll rely on the community to help mobilize it."
Regarding the mission, Mather said, " There has
to be a way for the people in power who hold the
purse stings to understand that the students need to
have that spot."
Laura Zaremba, one of two community representatives to the LSC, said that constructi on and land
acquisition issues would affect the community.
. "The lan~scape ?f the immediate community
will change, she sa1d, but she believed the community would support a gym for the school.
Zaremba ~ai d an?ther ~ay the new principal can
en~o~rage onteract1o':l w1th the community is by
bu1ldong on communoty business' current relat ionships with the school.
South Loop businesses have created internships
for Jones students.
They also conduct workshops for students and
welcome visits from student groups.
"The new principal can build on those relationships and help make the students aware that they
are part of a community," Zaremba said.
The candidates also suggested using the
school's phys ical space as a way to build a bridge
to the community.
Opening the doors to the community in the
evening for meetings would " create a crossroads
for many groups," Fraynd said.
"Allowing all people to share Jones' resources
can make the school an integral part of the local
community."
Mather said a community open house would
help the community see what happens in the
school on a daily basis.
" Jones is, and will grow as a source of community pride. The candidates did a good job speaking to
how they would integrate the school into the community," Zaremba said.

War protests spell higher costs, says city
0
With the national terror
threat a step higher, states get hit
in the pocketbook

·

By Eric Adler
Associated Press
A rash of activist protests and a raised national terror
U.S. attack on Iraq has the state spendmg. some $20!000 each day in security precautions.
Ch1cago expenenced heavy protests at scattered locations from the Dirksen Federal Building to the Daley
Center and throughout the Loop March 20, the day after
a U.S.-led attack on Iraq.
If the state deploys the Illinois National Gtiard, the
costs for an already staggering economy will swell. City
officials said it is unclear how much the effort-both in
security for domestic and foreign threats-will cost.
" We don't know as yet," Chicago Mayor Richard
Daley said. "We' re assessing it right now."
Mass demonstrations force the city to pay out of pocket overtime to police officers. The protests over
TransAtlantic Business Dialogue in November, which
featured roughly a dozen students from Columbia activist
groups Not In Our Name and On the Ground is estimated to. have cost Chicago more than $1 milli~n in police
overtime.
This t!me, Daley and Chicago Police Superintendent
Terry H1llard warned protesters to remain peaceful or
face arrest and civil lawsuits. "You can scream and yell
~d do that, bu~ you don't have to injure somebody. That
JUS! costs the City more money," Daley said.
In the days leading up to the attack on Iraq, several
protestors were arrested throughout the city.
On March 19, Columbia graduate Rachael Perrotta, a
member of the Chicago Coalition Against War and
~ is;n. and r:ric Peters_. a student with the University of
Illmo1s at Chicago ant1-war group Students for Social
Justice were arrested in front of the advertising firm Leo
Burnett Worldwide, 35 W. Wacker Drive. Burnett is the
advertising tirrn for a score of international companies
and designed the advertising campaign "An Army of
One" for the U.S. Army.
According to Peters, the arrests were made after the
group wrote anti-war slogans on the sidewalk in front of
the building. Peters said that he was charged with criminal defacement of property and spent a total of six hours
at District I Police Headquarters, 1718 S. State St.
At the state level, the budget rifts are magnified.
Mike Chamness, director of the state's terrorism task
force, said the $20,000 is for overtime pay for state police
and other security personnel. The state has paid $70,000
a month for a private security company at the James R.
Thompson Center in Chicago alone since the 9/11, ter~l ert in light of the

Heather Morrisoo/Chronicle

rorist attacks.
"~s we ratchet things _up, o~viously the cost will go
up, Chamness, outgomg d1rector of the Illinois
Emergency Management Agency said.
If the state activates the National Guard, which has
be_en placed on alert, the cost will rise significantly, he
S31d. Lt. Col. Larry Andrews of the Illinois National
Guard said it was impossible to estimate what a cal l-up
would cost.
"We don't know what they're asking for, so we don't
know what any cost would be," he said.
If the governor calls up the National Guard the state
pays for it; if the president orders the troops depioyed, the
federal government must pay. The Bush administration
has urged governors to deploy the National Guard at
nu~lear power stations and other possible high-risk terronst targets.
Officials said most people are unlikely to notice many
of the steps ~t ha~e bee':! takc:n to heighten security, but
that more: pohce w11l be m uruforrn and on patrol, internal secunty has been beefed up at nuclear power stations
and emergency management agencies were communicating with one another constantly.

-Chris Coates contributed to this report.

Chris Coates
-News Editor1< hear the theme to The Pink Panther as I sleep.
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hardly a better place to observe this spectacle than
sidewalks of Michigan Avenue--where
dozens ofpedestrians talk into little plastic boxe?-all at
the same time.
Maybe they are talking to someone else on a cell
phone, thus lowering the cell phone quotient by at least
50 percent.
But what are these tete-a-tetes about? Dinner?
Resolution 144l? My column?
Or are· we just blissfully more attuned to the shared
minutiae of life?
Absolutely.
So here 's my hypothetical: Conversations. about
. "Ame_rican Idol" are just more important in the age of
temmsts, duct tape and bomb threats. Back in '87
whenmoJ;lile phones were the size of cinder blocks, w~
. could watt a few hours to hear Baby Jessica updates.
Not now. Ume is precious. Quick I must tell someone
about som.ething. Anything!
'
:<\hh. but the CTA knows my plight. In the moldy,
unne-stailk subway tunnels beneath the city of today
cell phone signals are aimlessly lost. Aside from th~
cursing and panhandling, the subways stops are calm.
Final!y, sweet, Mancini-less silence. But not for long.
, ~ mQn~ the Chicago Transit Authority revealed
"that 1t has s1gned an $ll.2 million contract to install
teehnology that aUows unfetteced wireless communications while on the train_ That means, com.e September
. 2004; CTA cars on the Red and Blue Lines wiU become
'' massive, alumirium telephone booths.
; Now, more than ever, I shudder to think of th.e future.
Of course, the CTA's wireless efforts are noble. The
technology . provides emergency personal inierferencef!Ce communications underground-a wise move in a
tllllC when any congregation point is a possible terror
target. Just look at Dr. Chaos.
• J(udos to the CTA for s uch foresight. JM why not
Jin1it'availability of the signals to safety officials? ..
)ust as cinem~~S, theaters and Columbia's own classrooms should be frequency dead zones, the tuimels
bepe,ath State and Dearborn streets should alsO be a
· refuge from the monotony of banal and irritating dia" logue.,~

And wpilc Chicagoans can be a rather uncouth sort
the

fUture influx of CTA-sponsored banter marks th~

final nail in the coffin of common courtesy.

· Of course, eTA-sponsored frustration is becoming
· almost as predictable as the unpredictability of the 11 ·58
. 3.!Jl. R.e4 Line train to Howard.
,
'
Wrth WilT in o ur midst and the terror threat level ratch' etil)g·ever higher, a communal conversation shou,hl be
the last f,)f our concerns, ln fact, we should be thanJcfu1
'- t<>. )te:ar~ the Wlbrjdled conversations .of our fellow
AmcnC~~DS. I ask only one favor for the ye;ar-:2004:
KWb~_:r!ding the R.ed Line, make sure yo,ur ringer plays

~':}1·
W~¥~~M~

March takes over Lake Shore Drive

Heather Morrisoo'Chronicle

More than 10,000 protesters united at Federal Plaza on March 20 In protest of the declared war on Iraq. The march culminated at the comer of Chicago and Michigan avenues.

0
Hundreds of anti-war protesters arrested after blocking traffic
By Angela Caputo and Michael Hlrtzer
Contributing Editor and A&E Editor
Adding to a worldwide day of protest, thousands of
Chicagoans took to the streets March 20, m oppos1t1on to
the United States' pre-emptive strike on Iraq.
Protesters marched into Federal Plaza toting flags and
banners--to the beat of a band of drummers-as their
workday drew to a close. The group chanted the age-old
protest cry ''What do we want? Peace. When do we want it?
Now."
The group, which eventually grew to approximately
I0,000 people, shifted their focus to the streets, blocking
rush hour traffic as they made their way north on Lake
Shore Drive.
After about four hours of peaceful protest, several hundred men and women were arrested after blocking the intersection of Chicago and Michigan avenues.
According to the Chicago Tribune, police spoke~man
Dave Bayless said that the arrested would face rrusdemeanor charges, including mob action.
Several Columbia students were among the arrested.
"Civicrights
involvement
and theand
rightcollege
of protest
are fundamental
of Americans
campuses
are
Mark
Lloyd, Columbia's
assistant vice president of complaces[where]this
kindofexpressionisencouraged."said
munications and marketing.
As the protesters united at the plaza and the crowd continued to sweU, people spilled into the rain-soaked streets.
In a soaking wet, red jumpsuit, Mirlinda Bajralia, a native
of Kosovo and current freshman theater major at Columbia
said, "I think it's very good that we're getting together- we
don' t want war."
"11tis is tremendously encouraging," said Tom Greif, a
psychology teacher in Columbia's Liberal Education
Department "When people see [American people] here
placing ourselves on the side of the Iraqi people it resonates
with the rest of the world."
Wrapped in a black and white khafla, a traditional Middle
Eastern draping, Jonathan Gragg, 46, a wine distributor,
said he tied the garb around his neck as "a symbol of the
Palestinian struggle.
"Everyone should have the right to self-determination,"
he said. Nearly a dozen other demonstrators wore khafias,
a.~ well.
Speakers included Shayna Plaut from Amnesty
International, Bill Davis from the International Association
of Machinists Local 70 I and Hatem Abudayyeh from the
Arab American Action Networlc.
Scores of officers, many in riot gear and others in traditional blue uniforms, lined the streets and eventually halted
traffic a11 the crowd began its march cast, down the middle
of Jackson Boulevard.
DePaul student Matthew Muchauski Willi urrestoo earlier

r

in
after he
"used his
chalk a littlealunma
too freely," accordingthetoday
Rachael
Perrotta,
a Columbia
and spokeswoman for the Chicago Coalition Against War and RaciSm.
Officer Carlos Herrera, a spokesman for the Chicago
Police Department, was unable to confirm Muchauski's
arrest or disclose the detail of other related arrests he srud
were made during the day.
.
Dan Kvachkoff, district director of the Federal Protective
Service within the U.S. Department of Homeland Secunty
said the demonstration "was peaceful, as far as I can see."
Kvachkoff said that the federal agency has not irnplemented any additional secwity measures since the U.S.-Ied
war began. "Secwity procedures are in effect as we see neeessary," he said.
.
Earlier in the day, as U.S. ground troops were marching
through Kuwait to the Iraq! border, seve~ h~dred s~dents from Chicago area high schools---mcluding Marie
Curie Metropolitan, St. Ignatius and Jones College
Preparatory High School-attended the protest
.
"It's un-American to just sit back and not do anything,"
said Jones College Prep senior Perry Green, 17.
'This peace movement is growing faster than George
Bush's wildest nightmare," said Dave Trippel, 52, the parent of a Columbia student and one of the adults present at
the rally.
.
Lloyd, who was standing not t?O far. from the s1te. of
protest during the 1968 Democratic National Conv~nuon
along Michigan Avenue, said, 'This peaceful express1on of
~th:e:ir~pe=rso=nal~o~p=iru=·o:ns:_:is~a:p~p~ro~p=ri=a=te::_."_ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ou

Jun•"or ROTC students lead
fellOW Classmates tO protest
Two students wearing Junior ROTC-issue camouflage fatigues stood out in the crowd of more than 200
teens in Federal Plaza.
Bonnie Bell, 17, and Jesus Paniagua, 16, said
despite their affiliation with the military, they led a
group of 60 students out of Marie Curie f>!letropolitan
High Schoo4 4959 S. Archer Ave.,
the Orange
Une up to the Loop.
"We oppose the war," Paniagua said. '1Jut we' re not
disrespecting the military."
.
Paniagua said that he was taking some heat from his
Junior Officers' Training Corps adviser for speaking
out against the Iraqi war. "I'm probably not going to
get promoted to sergeant," he said.
Bell said despite her opposition to' the war •
recently signed a five-year contract with the Anny
National Guard. "More or less I'm doing it for co1lege
-[tuition],"'said the future Georgia ,state University sttlden•
·
·
Both
.. students said most ef their
- peers JO
. ined the
military for college tuition.
"I'm against this war but I signed a contract," Bell
said. " If it comes down to it I'd go fight," the. high
school junior said.
-Angela Caputo
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can't fly, says Daley, you can't fly

0
Good e nough f or Disneyla nd
good enou gh fo r Chicago, says
mayor
By Chris Coates
News Editor
Unlike in the days immediately after 9/11, Chicago's
downtown Loop remains open to commercial air traffic
even though a war with Imq has raised the national threat
level to its second-highest spot.
Federal officials have declared no-fly zones over
Washington, D.C., and New York. The go:vernment al~o
prohibits trdffic in the airspace above Walt D1~ney Worl~ m
Lake Buena Vista, An. and D1sneyland m Anahetm,
Calif.-a move that Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley said
was "unfair to the people of Chicago.
"A single-engine plane could fly from Aorida all the way
up here m1d circle downtown nnd have n jolly time," Daley
said at u Murch 17 press conference.
"Chicug01ms deserve the sume protection as people who
Jive and work in Washington, D.C., m1d New York," said

Roderick Drew, a spokesman for Mayor Daley.
Daley has petitioned the Federal Aviation
Administration, the Department of Homeland Secwity and
the Transportation Security Administration to re-establish a
no-fly zone over downtown Chicago similar to that
enforced after 9/ II.
The proposed area--extending from Irving Park Road
on the north, Ashland Avenue and the Kennedy
Expressway on the west and the Eisenhower Expressway
and Congress Parkway on the south-would forbid small
planes from entering the airspace. In the hours after 9/11,
the federal government restricted air ~c over ~~to~
Chicago, an area that inclu~es t!Ie c1ty s ~anc1al distnct,
transportation hubs and tounst s~tes. Also m the proposed
area is the country's tallest bmldmg, the Scars Tower.
The eastern border of the proposed area includes the
lnkefront Meigs Field. a city-owned 1tirfield for privately
owned planes. Those owners protested the prolonged closure before the ban wus lifted in late 2001. Chi~
Department of Aviation spokeswoman Monique Bond srud
u no-fly zone would not close Meigs Field.
The closures nrc not expected to alfcct the llir traffic pillterns of the city's two other nirpons, Midwny and O'Hnre
International. city otlicinls suid.
- 17w A.,.wx·iat<'d p,.,.,,. ,.ctmtribut<'d tr1thLr rtport,
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